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This report presents the culmination of a research effort by the Huntsville
Department of Northrop Space laboratories concerned with the develommentof a
digital computer program for use in filter circuit analysis problems. The program
is designed for use in obtaining roots to sets of nonlinear algebraic equations
which are characteristic of filter circuits. The program utilizes a combination
of Kizner's method and the Freudenstein-Roth technique in solving for the roots
to the equations. After obtaining the roots, the program selects standard circuit
components whose values approximately match the actual roots, determines the
transfer function characteristic of the circuit elements selected, and finally
generates frequency response curves for this transfer function. Results of





The report indlc_ites that the program developed is especially suitable to
filter circuit analysis problem for which the corresponding set of algebraic
equations is not overly ill-condltioned. If the set of equations involved is
ill-conditioned, there is difficulty in obtaining a solution and the program
may fail to converge.
Certain possibilities concerning the extension of the program to algebraic
equations in general are discussed. A brief description of several engineering
problems involving simultaneous nonlinear differential equations is also
presented, based on the idea that efficient numerical processes for simultaneous
solving nonlinear algebraic equations may be useful in the numerical solution of
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RANGE OF VALUES FOR FILTER CIRCUIT COMPONENTS
COMPONENT SELECTION VALUES























The coefficient of a specified term in the j equation which is
systematically reduced to unity during the Freudenstein-Roth technique.
th th
The m value of the coefficient in the j equation.
th
The n capacitance, expressed in farads.
The degree of the jth equation.
th
The q coefficient in series in denominator of transfer function.
th
The constant term of the j equation.
th th
The m value of the constant term of the j equation in the
Freudenstein-Roth technique.
G Number of terms in the numerator of the transfer function.
H Number of terms in the denominator of the transfer function.
jL0 A complex quantity corresponding to s, the Laplacian variable_











The first change in the variable x in the m application of the
single variable Runge-Kutta integration.
th




























The third change in x in the m application of the single variable
Runge-Kutta integration
th
The fourth change in x in the m application of the single variable
Runge-Kutta integration.






The second change in X
n
th
in the m application of Runge-Kutta
integration.
The third change in X
n
th
in the m application of Runge-Kutta
integration.
The fourth change in X
n
th
in the m application of Runge-Kutta
integration.
th
The n inductance, expressed in henries.
The subscript for the k th factor in the ith term of the jth equation.
th
The q coefficient in series in numerator of transfer function.
The number of unknowns.
th
The number of terms in the j equations.
The number of terms in the longest equation.















The n resistance, expressed in ohms.
th
Natural resistance for the n inductance (m=l,2,...v) expressed
in ohms.
th









The ith term of the jth equation.
The number of resistances in the circuit.
v Number of inductances in the circuit.




Maximum number of steps in the Freudenstein-Roth technique.







The independent variable of the single variable application of
Kizner's method.
th
The n unknown, defined by equation (2-13).
th



















The n circuit element (resistance, inductance, or reciprocal of
capacitance) of unknown magnitude.
The natural resistance of the inductor.







A non-trivial equation involving the functions Cj.
if the equations are dependent.
(Xn(m+l) _ Xn(m))
th th
The m value of the j residual.
th
The reference residual at the m step.
Equal to zero
The derivative of an indopendent variable with respect to a








In a one variable function, the inverse of the derivative of the
function with respect to its variable, as in equation (2-32).
.th
The ] function of the form of equation (2-14).
cj(Xl(m) , x2(m)...Xp(m))
The dependent portion of the term Cj in ill-conditioned systems.
The independent portion of the term Cj in ill-conditioned systems.





A research effort by Northrop Space Laboratories/Huntsville Department has
been carried out to develop a general digital computer program whlch is capable
of solving, by numerical techniques, sets of simultaneous nonlinear algebraic
equations which arise in problems involving filter circuit analysis, and
presenting the solution in a form useful to filter circuit designers.
The Freudensteln-Roth technique modified to incorporate Kizner's method
was found to be the most promising numerical technique. A technique was
developed whereby the exact roots to the equation could be approximately matched
by standard circuit components. The frequency response curves for the transfer
function resulting from the approximate matching could then be plotted.
The processes described were incorporated into a digital computer program
which was tested on sets of equations in six_ thirteen, and fifteen unknowns.
The program successfully solved the equations in six and thirteen unknowns
including the selection of components to match roots, and the generation of
frequency response curves. Only limited success was achieved in solving the set
of equations in fifteen unknowns. However, all available evidence strongly
supports the hypothesis that the latter set of equations is quite ill-conditioned.
The conclusion was reached that the program, utilizing the numerical
techniques previously mentioned, is a useful tool in problems of filter circuit
analysis so long as the algebraic equations involved are not overly ill-conditioned.
The numerical techniques developed, along with all other available numerical




Although the program is specifically designed to handle equations
associated with filter circuit analysis, only minor modifications would enable
it to be applied to other classes of simultaneous nonlinear equations.
xiv




In filter circuit analysis, problems arise which involve the simul-
taneous solution of nonlinear algebraic equations. Solution of such sets of
equations by hand can be extremely laborious, and, if large number of equations
are involved, hand calculations become impractical. The use of digital computers,
coupled with appropriate numerical techniques, is a logical approach to such
problems. In developing the necessary digital computer program, consideration
must be given to the fact that many different filter circuits exist, and the
set of equations which correspond to one filter circuit will not generally
correspond to other filter circuits. Therefore the most desirable program is
one which is sufficiently general to solve a large number of different sets
of filter circuit equations. In addition, it is highly desirable to present
the solutions in a form that is most useful to filter circuit designers. For
this reason, the program should incorporate routines to calculate attenuation
and phase shift vs frequency plots on the basis of the solutions obtained.
The Huntsville Department of Northrop Space Laboratories has been engaged
in the development of a digital computer program capable of solving sets of
nonlinear algebraic equations associated with filter circuit analysis and
presenting the results in a form useful to filter circuit designers. Initial
research efforts under this contract were reported in reference I.
Section II of this report provides a detailed technical discussion of
the problem involved, the numerical techniques used, and digital computer
considerations. A discussion of the computer program is presented in Section




and recommendations are presented in Section V. Several appendixes are provided
to augment the main body of the report. Throughout the report, the nomenclature







A digital computer program was developed under Contract NAS8-20183which,
by numerical procedure, is capable of solving sets of nonlinear algebraic equa-
tions for positive roots within a prescribed range of values. The unknowns
in the equations are the values of resistances, inductances, and reciprocals
of capacitances which occur in a filter circuit. Each equation consists of a
sumof terms with each term consisting of the product of several unknownsand
with the coefficient of each term equal to unity.
The research effort has been extended with the objective of allowing several
refinements and additions to the existing computer program. The refinements
under consideration should both improve convergence of the numerical techniques
and shorten running time.
The need for additions to the program already developed results from the
fact that the roots obtained in solving the equations are generally not equal to
standard values of off-the-shelf electrical components, ordinarily used in
actual filter circuits. Thus an actual filter circuit composedof standard
off-the-shelf components, which most nearly match the values indicated by
the equation,s roots, would only approximate the theoretical circuit. The
determination of the effect of such an approximation is important to circuit
designers.
2.2 BACKGROUND
This section reviews portions of the technical sections of the previous




Transfer functions associated with electronic filter circuits, such as that
shown in Figure 2-i, have the general form
G H
r = _ N sq'l / _ D
q=l q-i q=l q-i
sq'l (2-1)
where
T = transfer function
G = number of terms in the numerator
th
N = q coefficient of the series in the numerator
q
s = Laplace transform variable = complex representation of angular velocity (jm)
H = number of terms in the denominator
D
q
coefficient of the series in the denominator.









Generally, the numeric values of the coefficients, N and D are obtained byq q
curve fitting. Based on circuit analysis, a set of algebraic equations containing
the unknowncircuit elements can be derived by meansof a flow graph (ref. 2) or
topology (ref. 3).
The numberof these equations maybe less than, equal to, or greater than
the numberof unknowns. Although not significant from the standpoint of filter
circuit theory, this situation can present difficulties to the solution of
such equations.
If there are less equations than unknowns,additional equations must be
generated until there are as manyequations as unknowns to form a solvable set.
These additional equations may be generated by assigning values to the required
number of unknowns. The only physical restriction is that the resulting
equations should possess a set of real, positive roots.
If there are as _ny equations as unknowns, the equations possess a solution,
if they are independent. If they constitute a dependent set of equations,
discrete sets of roots do not exist. While it is true that a dependent set of
equations may possess solutions, such solutions are not obtainable by general
mathematical means.
If there are more equations than unknowns, a serious uncertainty exists.
There is no a priori reason to believe that any set with as many equations as
unknowns, taken from the available equations, will form an independent, hence
uniquely solvable, set of equations. If such a case arises in connection with
physical problems, some auxiliary means is necessary to generate a set of independent
equations. The mathematical difficulties associated with dependent and nearly





The equations resulting from circuit analysis can be written as
_j(YI' Y2' .... Yp) = F.j (j = i, 2, ..., p) (2-2)
where
p = the number of unknowns
and
Nj_I( j = I, 2, ... G)Fj = Dj_G.I (j = G+I, ... G+H)
Y - _l_cul_ elem_uts (resistances, inductances, and reciprocals
n
of capacitances) of unknown magnitude
If the number of unknowns, p, is not equal to the number of coefficients
in the transfer function, G+H, then steps must be taken, as already outlined,
to generate or delete equations. Thus for each coefficient N or D there is an
q q
equation in which the coefficient appears as a constant, F.. The reciprocal
J
of capacitance is used because the resulting form of $. is easier to work with.
3
These functions @j consist of a sum of terms of the form
Qj
_j = X t
i= I Jl
(2-3)
where the term tji has the form
d°
J
tji = _ Yn(j i,k)
k=l
(2-4)
The expression n(j,i,k) denotes a subscripted subscript and specifies the
subscript of an unknown corresponding to a given j (equatlon), i (term), and k
(factor). For any equation, all terms of the equation are of the same degree,




In order to establish aT, orderly relationship between Y and the resistances,
n
capacitances, and conductances, it is convenient to use the following arrangement:
Y = R (n = 1,2, ..., u)
n n












(n = u+v+l, ..., u+v+w)
th
= the n resistance
th
= the n inductance
th
the n capacitance
u = number of resistances in the circuit
v := number of inductances in the circuit
w = number of capacitances in the circuit.
Because the circuit element values are positive real numbers, the desired
roots must also be in this category. For practical purposes there exist maximum
and mlnlmum values for the roots, as indicated in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1.



















Becauseeach inductance in a circuit also has a "built-in" or natural resistance
associated with it in series, consideration must be given to the functional
relationship between each inductance and its natural resistance. In formulating
equation (2-2), these natural resistances are treated as portions of unknown
resistances, but actually they are each dependent on a particular inductance.
Thus, in the circuit these exists v resistances each of which contains a natural
resistance• For ease in relating these resistances to the appropriate inductances
it is convenient whennumbering the circuit componentsto use the samenumerical
subscript for an inductance and the corresponding resistance. Thus R1 contains
the natural resistance for LI, R2 the natural resistance for L2, etc. In
general, based on the relationships provided in equations (2-5), the natural
resistance for L , wheren
Ln = Yu+n (n = i, 2, ...,v) (2-6)
would be found in R , where
n
R = Y (n = i, 2, ..., v) (2-7)
n n
With the numbering arrangement outlined, all resistances with subscripts equal
to or less than v are composed of two parts. One part is the natural resistance,





R = R (b) (s)
+ R (n = i, 2, ..., v) (2-8)
n n n





The functional relationship between an inductance and its natural resistance is
dependent on the electrical characteristics and physical dimensions of the wire
which makesup the inductance. For practical purposes, however, a linear
relationship between inductance and natural resistance appears satisfactory.
Thus,
R (b) = K L (n = I, 2, ..., v) (2-10)
n n n
or
y (b) = K Y (n = I, 2, ..., v) (2-11)
n n u+n




(s) + K Y (n = i, 2, ... v) (2-12)
n U_n




independent variables instead of Y . To avoid unnecessary use of superscripts,
n
while at the same time positively identifying the true independent unknowns,







(n = l, 2, ..., v)
(n = v+l, v+2, ..., p)
(2-13)
All previously mentioned physical constraints for Y apply also to X . In terms
n n
of the new variables, Xn, equations (2-2) may be written
Sj(Xl, X2, ... X .... X ) =F.n P 3
(j = i, 2, ... p) (2-14)
An examination of equations (2-14) reveals that while the form of functions has




As part of the original investigation, the Freudensteln-Roth technique
(ref. 4) combined with the Newton-Raphson method was incorporated into a digital
computer program designed to solve sets of equations of the type given by
equation (2-14). In the subsections which follow, a description of these two
numerical techniques is provided, along with a discussion of the difficulties
generated by nonlinear dependent sets or ill-conditloned sets of equations.
2.2.1 Newton-Raphson Method
Probably the most widely used method for solving simultaneous nonlinear
algebraic equations, as well as transcendental equations, is the Newton-Raphson
method. The method is described in various numerical analysis texts (refs.
5 through 8) and only a brief description need be given here.
The Newton-Raphson method is a successive approximation technique. Based
on an initial estimate of the unknowns, Xn(°) , the values of sj(o) are calculated
and compared with the values F..3 The difference is the residual ej(°). Thus
E (o) = ¢(o) . F (2-15)
3 3 3
where
Cj(o) _j (Xl(O) x2(O) (o)= , , ...,X )P
or, in general,
ej(m) = Cj(m) . Fj (2-16)
where
_j(m) = ¢3 (Xl(m) x2(m) . X (m))
• 9 9 .e , P
2-8




Obviously, when the residuals are all simultaneously zero, a solution has been






A,X (m) = X (m+l) . X (m) (2-18)
n n n
By equation (2-14)
Fj "= %j(m) + IaX dXn(m) (2-19)
n=l n
Based on the definition of the residual,
(o)






c (m) i. _ _ AX (m)
j n= I _Xn n
(2-21)
Equation (2-21) represents a set of p linear equations, with the AX (m)
n
as the
unknowns. This system of equations can be solved by the Gaussian method of
pivotal condensation (ref. 9).
In actual practice, the repeated approximation of X (m) by solution of
n
equation (2-21) for AX (m) will result in a systematic reduction of the residuals
n
toward zero, if convergence occurs. Normally, a solution is considered to have





In applying the Newton-Raphson method, convergence is not likely to occur
unless the initial estimates of the roots are in the neighborhood of the actual
values. Obviously, in many cases, the locations of such neighborhoods are unknown.
Application of the Freudenstein-Roth technique (ref. 4) enables convergence even
though the estimates are much further out than the Newton-Raphson technique alone
would allow.
The first step in the Freudenstein-Roth technique involves assuming a Ilet
of initial values X (o) for the roots. These initial values will in general not
n
satisfy the original equations. However, one coefficient in each equation
may be altered by increasing or decreasing its value so that the altered set of
equations is satisfied by the original estimates of the roots. If the altered
coefficients of the equations are changed slightly in the direction of their
original values a new set of equations is generated which may be solvable by the
Newton-Raphson method using the roots to the previous set of equations as initial
estimates. The altered coefficients are then changed slightly further toward
their original values and the resulting set of equations is again solved by the
Newton-Raphson method, using the roots of the previous initial step as estimates.
This stepwise process is repeated until the original equations are reproduced
and solved. The solution of each intermediate set of equations completes what
is termed, for convenience, a "Freudenstein-Roth step" or "step".
Two different methods of altering one coefficient in each equation have
been used. For convenience, they are referred to as the "coefficient approach"




For the coefficient approach, one coefficient of a nonconstant term in
(o)
each equation is multiplied by a constant, Aj
equation is satisifed by the original estimates.
, which is chosen so that the
The altered equation satisfied
by the original estimates can be written
Qj
F = _ (o) (o)
J i=l tjl + (Aj - 1) tjL (2-22)
in which L is any integer from 1 to Qj, thus specifying a specific term in the
equation. The value of L can change from equation to equation. A recursion
relation is used to vary the constant A. for each Freudenstein-Roth step.
J
The relation is
A.(m) = (o) (m = 0, I, 2, V) (2-23)
3 j ""'
The value of m is increased by one prior to starting each step. Obviously,
when m is equal to V, the original equations are reproduced. The solution of
this set of equations is the desired solution.
The constant approach method alters the constant term F.. The initial
3
value of the altered constant, F.(°), is calculated by the equation
3
(o) = _ (o)
Fj j (2-24)
The Fj's are modified for each Freudenstein-Roth step by the recursion relation
F (m) = F " (2-25)
j j Fj J
so that at the end of V steps
F.(V) = F. (2-26)
J 3




The convergence criteria for the Freudensteln-Roth technique are discussed
in reference 4. The proper use of this method ensures that the in_tlal estimates
for the set of roots at each step are close to the true roots for that step.
Obviously, if the step size is too large, reflecting a small value of V, the
Newton-Raphson method may fail for some indivldual step. This may be corrected
by increasing the value of V, but a point may be reached beyond which further
increases of V are not practical. In such a case, the problem should be
started over using a new set of estimates.
2.2.3 Nonlinear Dependent or Ill-Condltloned Systems
The Newton-Raphson method, in common with other numerical techniques, is
incapable of solving a functionally dependent system of equations and encounters
great difficulties solving ill-conditioned systems of equations. These two cases
are not unrelated, for ill-condltioned system border on being functionally
dependent. They differ in that functionally dependent systems of equations do
not possess any discrete solutions whereas ill-condltloned systems possess
discrete solutions but great practical difficulties are encountered in obtaining
such solutions.
If a set of p equations of the form
_j = Fj
are functionally dependent, based on reference i0, there exists a non-trivial
equation involving the functions % of the form




This equation, which may be taken to be a definition of functional dependence,
holds for all values of the independent variables. Therefore, it is impossible
to vary the _j independently.
The general method of determining whether a set of equations is dependent
is to determine whether their Jacobian matrix
is identically singular. Unfortunately, tNs method is not feasible when even
a moderately large number of independent variables are involved, for it involves
the direct expansion of the determinant of a high-order matrix, each term of
which is an algebraic expression. Therefore, it is generally impractical to
attempt to establish conclusively whether or not simultaneous equations having
a large number of independent variables are dependent.
It appears more practical to detect the dependence of a set of equations
by numerical means. This approach calls for the determinant corresponding to
the Jacobian of a set of equations to be evaluated using several different
sets of values of the X . If the determinant is zero or nearly so for each
n
set of values, there is strong indication of a singular matrix. Unfortunately,
if the magnitude of the unknowns within a set varies significantly, accurate
numerical evaluation of the determinant is difficult even on a digital computer.
This is primarily due to truncation error.
The term "ill-conditioned" as applied to a set of simultaneous equations is
not clearly defined. The term is of a qualitative rather than a quantitative
nature. Its practical value is that the term lll-condltioned singles out those
sets of simultaneous equations which are exceedingly difficult to solve by numeri-



















To be more definitive, an ill-condltioned system may be considered _o be
a simultaneous set of equations between functions that can be transformed into a
functionally dependent set by minor modification of one or more of the functions.
That is, ill-conditloned systems border on being functionally dependent. The
concept of "bordering on functional dependence" for p functions _j can be expressed
by the relation
Y( _1' $2' "''' _ ) = 0 (2-28)P
For this case each function @. can be considered to consist of two parts
J
_j -_ _j, + _,j,, (2-29)
in such a manner that
' Q! %'Y(¢I ' 2 ' "''' ) = 0 (2-30)
and
Iejl " l,.'lj >>.l,."lj (2-31)
A truly independent variation of any ¢. can only be accomplished by a variation
J
of ¢." "
_ , but due to its small size, variation of #j can only result in small
J
! !
changes in #..j If #j is varied in any equation then % and thus % of the
• of most
other equations are strongly affected. In actual cases the _j and J
equations cannot be identified and separated. Thus any variation of _. for one3
equation in an lll-condltloned system is likely to have a strong influence in
the #j of the other equations. When cast in this light, insight is gained into





The numerical methods already described for obtaining solutions of simultaneous
equations (Newton-Raphson and Freudensteln-Roth) involve approximations which
are valid only for small changes in the independent variables X . These approximations
n
yield a set of linear simultaneous equations for the changes in the independent
variables. The solution of this set of linear equations gives a refinement to
the original estimates of the roots. This process is repeated using the refined
values of the roots as new estimates until sufficient accuracy is obtained.
In the case of Ill-conditioned simultaneous equations, their near func-
tlonal dependency generates situations in which the elimination of a relatively
small residual, £j(m), in at least one equation calls for large changes in the
values of the unknowns. These large changes often invalidate the approximations
based on small changes of the independent variables X . This is the dilemma
n
Ill-conditioned systems present to numerical solution techniques.
2.3 IMPROVED NUMERICAL METHODS OF SOLUTION
The previous discussion presents ideas which resulted from the work
accomplished under the original research effort. The discussion which follows
presents the refinements to the original numerical approach which have been
considered during the contract extension.
2.3.1 Kizner's Method
The Freudensteln-Roth technique removes the major limitation of the Newton-
Raphson method in that the initial estimates of the roots of the simultaneous
equations do not need to be close to the actual roots of the equations to ensure
convergence. However, as originally presented, each step, or set of intermediate




For a given step, the roots of the previous step serve as initial estimates. These
must be close to the roots of the given step for the Newton-Raphson method to
converge. This requirement often results in an undesirably large number of
steps being necessary to obtain a solution. Consequently, a method more strongly
convergent than Newton-Raphson's is desirable for these steps.
Such a method is presented by Kizner in reference Ii. Kizner showed that,
by considering the independent variables X as functions of the dependent variables
n
#j, a system of simultaneous algebraic equations can be treated as a simultaneous
system of ordinary first-order differential equations. These differential equations
can be approximately solved by a one-step Runge-Kutta numerical method, using
the estimates of the roots and the functions evaluated at these estimates as
initial values. Since these differential equations interchange the role of
independent and dependent variables with respect to the original equations, the
roots of the original equation are obtained by evaluating the solutions of the
differential equations at zero. This process can be repeated, using the new
approximations of the roots as initial estimates, until the desired accuracy
is attained. A more detailed discussion of Kizner's method follows.
For simplicity, one equation in one unknown will be considered first.
The equation is assumed to be of the form
f(x) = f = 0.
The initial estimate of the root is x(°_ and
f(o) = f(x(O)).







It should be noted that the left-hand memberof this equation is a function of





df + x (°) = _ (x) df + x (°)
(x(0))
(2-33)
Kizner's method approximates the required integral by a one step Runge-Kutta
numerical process, which evaluates the Integrand at four points and approximates
it with a cubic expression. The resulting expression yields an approximation
x (I) of the root x and can be written as follows:
x(1) = x(°) + _0 (kl(°) + 2k2 (o) + 2k3(O) + k4(O) ) (2-34)
where
kl(O) = _f(o) _ (x(O))
k2(O) = _f(o) _ (x(O) + kl(O)/2 )
k3(O) = _f(o) _ (x(O) + k2(O)/2 )
k4(O) = _f(o) _ (x(O) + k3(O) )
In a more general form equation (2-34) can be written
= x(m) 1 (m) (m) (m)x(_ _ )
+ _ (kI + k2 + k 3 + k4(m)) (2-35)
where,
(m) = _f(m) _ (x(m))
k I
k2(m) = _f(m) _ (x(m) + kl(m)/2 )
k3(m) = _f(m) C (x(m) + k2(m)/2 )




The method can be readily extended to systems of several equations in several
unknowns. The original equations, Cj, can be written in the residual form
- F (2-36)
_j = Cj j
or
cj = Ej (Xl, X2, X3, ..., Xp) = 0
With the initial estimates X (_'°"
n
(2-37)
Ej(°) = cj (Xl(°) , X2(°) , X3(°), ..., Xp(°)) (2-38)
the independent variables X are considered to be functions of the dependent
n
variables, e_, and if one of the e.,s, designated e£, is treated as the only
J ]
independent variable, the total derivative of X n with respect to the one
variable E£ can be written
dX n [ _X d E.= ..._En ._.i
d¢£ J _¢'3 d¢9"
(2-39)
In a manner analogous to the solution of one equation for one variable,
ox =f d E + x (o) (2-40)
n ! 3 cj de_ £ n
_(o)
The total derivative dzj/dc£ can be established by assuming a linear
relation between cj and c£ as follows:












In actual numerical calculations, the assumption of a linear relationship between





A combination of equations (2-40) and (2-43) yields




The partial derivatives _Xn/_e. can be formally obtained through the well-known3
Jacobian matrix equation
where I = the unit matrix.
= X (2-45)
In a manner analogous to that used for the case of one unknown, a function




_;n (Xl' X2 = n _ I _--._-- dg£
, ..., de E j J
(2-46)
Application of a one-step Runge-Kutta method to equation (2-44) then yields




(m) e(m)kn2 = .
_n (Xl(m)' x2(m) "''' Xp (m))
kl_m) k (m)










kl2(m) (m) kp2 (m)
(Xl(m) + .. X + )




_n (Xl(m) + k13, ..,, Xp(m) + kp3)
(m) (m) and (m)
, kn2 , kn3 , kn4 can also be expressed as
(2-51)
(m) =_ [ _x_ E (m)







(xI =xl(m) x =x (m))
, ..., p P
_m)kl . X = X (m)(XI = Xl(m) +-_---, .. , p P
u (m)









... X = X (m) + ) (2-54)
' p p 2
_Xn e (m) Xl(m ) (m)
kn 4(m) = _ J[ _-'_-j J (XI = + KI 3 = X (m) + kp3(m))(2.55 ), ..., Xp P
, , (m)The evaluation of kn_m) kn2 (m) kn3
(m)
, and kn4 can be accomplished by
observing that
de. _ e dX
--._ = [ -..[ n
X deQ,de£ n n
(2-56)


























By meansof equations (2-52 through (2-55)
DE
c (m)=.[ __/ (m) Xl(m) (m)X knl (X I = ..., X -- X )
J n n ' P P
c kll (m)
c (m)=_[ ___/_ (m) (XI Xl(m) (m)
_X kn2 = + 2 , ..., X =X +




c kl2(m) k (m)
e (m) =- [ j kn3Cm) (XI =-Xl(m) +-_-----, ..., X = X (m) + ___)
_X p pJ n n
(2-61)
CJ (m) =- [ _X_EJ kn4(m)
n n
(XI = Xl(m) + kl3(m), ..., X P
= x (m) + (m))
p Kp3 (2-62)
In each of the last four equations the partial derivatives _¢j_Xn are the
known elements of the Jacobian and thus serve as coefficients for the unknown
k's. Likewise the c .(m)'s are known and act as constants. Clearly then, equations
J
(2-59) through (2-63) each represent a set of linear algebraic equations which
can be solved by standard numerical means such as the Gausslan method of pivotal
condensation. Furthermore, each of these four equations is identical in form
with equation (2-21) which results from the Newton-Raphson method. Thus it can
be seen that each step of Kizner's method involves calculations equivalent to four
Newton-Raphson steps.
Based on an examination of Kizner,s method, the question arises as to the
possibility of treating the solution of nonlinear simultaneous equations entirely
as the solution of their associated simultaneous ordinary differential equations
by the Runge-Kutta method. This can be done by subdividing the required
integration interval into several Runge-Kutta steps. This procedure would require
a large number of Runge-Kutta steps to prevent the introduction of serious cumulative




roots. To check for cumulative errors, one would have to verify the solution by
substituting the results in the original equations. If the original equations
were not sufficiently staisfied, the Runge-Kutta process would have to be repeated,
using the previous results as new initial estimates.
The Freudensteln-Roth technique modified to incorporate Kizner's method in
conjunction with the root prediction technique presented in the next section,
both eliminates any cumulative errors and lessens the number of Runge-Kutta
steps required to obtain a satisfactory solution. Cumulative errors can not
occur because the equations must be satisfied at each Freudenstein-Roth step.
2.3.2 Root Prediction
The equations for component values of filter circuits that are derived
from transfer functions are regular. That is, the functions that form these
equations are well behaved. Therefore, it appears likely that all of the roots
of the intermediate equations corresponding to each Freudenstein-Roth step vary
in a predictable manner from step to step.
An examination of the output of computer runs generated during the original
research effort has indicated that for any three consecutive steps each root is
an approximately linear function of the Freudenstein-Roth step number as shown
in Figure 2-2. Then the accuracy of the initial estimate of the root X for any
n
Freudenstein-Roth step (m + i) can be greatly increased by means of the relation
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I Xn (0)I _TEIp
FREUDENSTEIN-ROTH STEP
Figure 2-2. VARIATION OF ROOTS X WITH FREUDENSTEIN-ROTH STEP
n
2.4 COMPONENT SELECTION
The roots obtained by the numerical techniques previously described correspond
to the values of circuit components necessary to build the circuit with the desired
transfer function. However, it is usually impossible to obtain standard circuit
components with the values which exactly match the roots found by the numerical
techniques. A circuit built with components which only approximate the exact
roots will only approximate the transfer function. To evaluate the change in
the transfer function, it is first necessary to establish certain guidelines
concerning the actual values obtainable in standard circuit components.
From an engineering standpoint the approximate components should be built
up from standard components which are readily available. Parts A and B of




A. RESISTOR DECADE TABLES (_)
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1.0 1.62 2.61 4.22 6.81
i.i 1.78 2.87 4.64 7.50
1.21 1.96 3.16 5.11 8.25
1.33 2.15 3.48 5.62 9.09
1.47 2.37 3.83 6.19
B. CAPACITOR DECADE TABLES
"(i0 - 2500 u_f)
1.0 2.2 3.6 5.6
1.2 2.5 3.9 6.8
1.5 2.7 4.7 7.5


















Inductors of less than
by variable inductors.
C. INDUCTOR TABLE
(Less than 50 h)
50 henry& are matched to two significant figures




D. INDUCTIVE RESISTANCE TABLE
(Variable Induetors - less than 50 h)
The resistance of the variable inductors is a multiple (Km) of the inductance.
(Fixed Inductors greater than 50 h)
0.5 K n @ 50h
1.0 Kn @ 100h
2.0 Kfl @ 200h
4.0 K _ @ 400h
8.0 K_ @ 800h
4.0 K_ Q 1400h





Inductors (> 50'h )













available tolerances. These decade tables are based on references 12 and 13.
Inductors can be handled by assuming variable inductors under 50 henrys (ref. 14)
and fixed values over 50 henrys (ref. 15). This procedure is also shownin Table
2-2, Part C. Values for inductive resistance, based on reference 15, are presented
in Part D of Table 2-2. Tolerances for all componentsare found in Part E and
are based on a survey of references 12 through 15.
The selection process for resistors and capacitors involves selecting the
largest value from the decade table that is below the desired value and then
adding smaller values until the componentis within tolerance limits or until
more than a specified numberof values are used to form the component. For
inductors over 50 henrys the selection schemefirst matches the inductors to the
largest fixed inductor value smaller than the desired value. Smaller increments
are added with variable inductors. The selection of two values appears to be
all that is needed for an approximate componentto be within tolerance range of
the desired component.
Application of the described schemeto each componentyields a circuit with
approximate componentvalues that are easily obtainable.
2.5 FREQUENCYRESPONSE
As the componentsavailable for the circuit are only approximate, it is
desirable to evaluate the effect of these approximations on the frequency res-
ponse of the circuit.
The approximate transfer function may be found by evaluating the equations
using the approximations to the components. The evaluation process results in
values of F. which in turn can be converted into values of the coefficients3




Evaluation of the complex quantity N(ju)/D(j_), where N and D are the numerator
and denominator of the approximate transfer function, for the desired values of
frequency will yield the steady-state frequency-response curves for attenuation
and phase shift as functions of frequency as discussed in reference 16. These
steady-state frequency-response curves are the yardstick to use in the comparison
of an approximate circuit with an exact circuit.
2.6 DIGITAL COMPUTER CONSIDERATIONS
Because of the overall numerical complexity of the problem the use of a
digital computer is mandatory. The improved numerical techniques described in
subsection 2.4 represent refinements to the original digital computer program
described in reference i. The component selection scheme is readily adaptable
to a digital computer. The frequency response calculation discussed in subsection
2.5 has been previously prograrmned by Northrop as described in reference 16.
Thus the most logical approach to the problem involves development of a master
computer program capable of solving the equations, approximately matching the
roots with standard circuit components, and calculating the resulting frequency
response.
2.7 APPLICATION OF NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES TO NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Because of their complexity, nonlinear differential equations are usually
solved numerically. As a result, algebraic equations are generated. If a set
of nonlinear differential equations is involved, then a set of nonlinear algebraic
or transcental equations will generally result. Typical examples include:
• The equations of motion of a rocket flight (neglecting air resistance)
• The equations for supersonic flow around an axially symmetric body




The possibility exists that the sets of nonlinear algebraic equations
generated in solving nonlinear differential equations may be efficiently
solved by some combination of the techniques described in subsections 2.2 and
2.3. The primary considerations in establishing whether or not such a combination
would offer any advantage over techniques already in use are the complexity
and number of the nonlinear equations, and the accuracy to which the unknown






Based on the analytical development presented in subsections 2.2, 2.3,
2.4, and 2.5, a master digital computer program has been written. This program
is designed to obtain the roots to the nonlinear algebraic equations, select
standard circuit components which approximate the values of the roots obtained,
and establish the frequency response of the circuit made up of the selected
components.
The subsections which follow present a description of the various operations
of the program throughout the running of a typical case, a description and
necessary definitions of the input and output, and the flow charts of the
program.
3.1 BASIC FEATURES
The program in its present form is designed to solve sets of nonlinear
algebraic equations of the type indicated by equation (2-2). A general program
flow chart is provided in Figure 3-1. A copy of the source program written in
FORTRAN IV is included in Appendix A. A description of the program's subroutines
is included in Appendix B. The overlay feature of the program is described in
Appendix C. This program has been checked out for use on the IBM 7094 digital
computer.
The program utilizes the Freudenstein-Roth technique in conjunction with
Kizner's method. All partial derivatives needed for Kizner's method are calcu-
lated by analytical differentiation in contradistinction to finite-difference
methods. The Gaussian pivotal technique is used to obtain the solutions of the
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After all the terms of the equations and the upper and lower limit for
each unknown have been read into the computer, values for the initial estimate
of each unknown are determined by the ESTIM subroutine.
The first attempt at solution (unless otherwise specified by the input
value of NA) is the constant approach. In this method, the initial estimates
are used to calculate constants that satisfy the equations. These constants are
then varied stepwise, according to equation (2-25), toward their true values and
the roots found at each intermediate step. When roots have been found for the
case where the varying constants are the true (input) constants, a solution has
been found. If at some step a singular matrix results or the attempt to find
intermediate roots is unsuccessful, the number of iterative steps, V, is doubled
to reduce the size of the incremental change in the constants and a solution is
again attempted. This process continues until a solution is found or until the
value of V exceeds some established limit, Vlimi t.
After successfully obtaining a set of satisfactory roots, the program can
(by an input option) select approximate components and plot the frequency
response of the resulting transfer function. If a set of roots is outside the
physical limits specified in Table 2-1, or if no roots are found, the program
starts over, using the coefficient approach. The coefficient approach involves
finding a set of coefficients, Aj, applied to the largest terms in each equation,
that will cause the equations to be satisfied. These coefficients are then varied
stepwise toward unity in accordance with equation (2-23). When unity is reached,
a solution has been found. If the coefficient approach using the largest terms
fails, the process is repeated with the coefficients applied to the first term




the process can be performed repeatedly, applying the coefficients successively
to the second term, third term, etc. in each equation. In any case, the method
of approaching a solution is the sameas the constant approach. The total
number of such attempts, excluding the constant approach, is equal to somevalue,
Qllmit' which is equal to or less than the numberof terms in the longest
equation plus one (Qj(max) + i). In those equations where Qj > Qj(max)'
and the coefficient approach specified application of A. to a term numberwhich
J
is larger than Qj, the coefficient A. is applied to the last or Qjthj term of
the equation.
For the case where satisfactory roots are obtained, the component selection
subroutine takes one root at a time, starting with capacitors and ending with
resistors, and matches components with the root in the same way a human might.
It matches the root with values from a decade table of parts, picking the
component that most nearly matches the root but is less than the root. This
value is subtracted from the root, leaving a residual to be matched. This
process continues until either the residual is less than the tolerance range
of the first component selected for the root, or until a specified number of
components for the root has been picked. In the latter case the last component is
picked to match most nearly the residual. If the root is an inductor, its
inductive resistance is calculated. If it is a resistor associated with an
inductor, the natural or inductive resistance is subtracted from the total
resistance prior to component matching. The natural resistance is added later
to the sum of the components selected. The latter sum represents the "surplus"
resistance as discussed in subsection 2.2. For inductance values of less than
50 henrys, the desired component is a variable inductor. The program assumes that




The program then forms the constant terms associated with the transfer
function from either the actual roots or the approximations described above.
From the specifications given on an input card, it matches the constant terms
with the correct powers of s in the numerator N(s) and denominator D(s) of the
transfer function. The program calculates the complex roots of N(s) and D(s)
and then computes the magnitude and phase angle of the complex quantity N(j_)/
D(jw) for the desired values of frequency. The results are printed out and
plotted on the SC-4020plotter.
After the entire computational process has been successfully completed, the
program may, based on input option, start over in search of additional sets of
roots.
3.2 COMPUTER INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
All inputs are made through the familiar FORTRAN commands. The following
is a listing, in alphabetical order, of the input items and their definitions,
and a list of the format necessary for input of the items. The symbols in
brackets are the corresponding symbols from the technical discussion.
Example inputs and output for six equations with six unknowns are presented in






The minimum and maximum ordinate values for the amplitude versus
frequency plot. If both are blank, the limits are taken as .001
and I00, respectively.
FK 7



















The minimumand maximumordinate values for the amplitude in decibels
versus frequency plot. If both are blank, the limits are taken as
-60 and +40, respectively.
The constant term associated with equation J. iFjj
The minimumand maximumlimits of frequency, respectively, to be
plotted. If both are blank, the limits are taken as .001 cps to
25 cps.
The lower limits for the desired range on the variables X(J), where
X(J) corresponds to X in Section II.n
The upper limits for the desired range on the variables X(J).
An indicator. If it is not zero, the plots are madeversus
frequency in cps. If it is, the plots are madeversus radians
per second.
The numberof terms in equation J. _Q ]I J
The maximum number NA is allowed to attain.
The number of equations. [Pl
The number of Runge-Kutta integrations allowed per Freudenstein-
Roth step.
Subscript for each factor of each term of each equation, in(j,i,k_
L is varied most rapidly, J least rapidly. The subscripts for each
equation begin on a new card.
The number of factors per term for equation J. [dji















An indicator. If MR is zero, the program stops after obtaining one
set of roots.
A column counter. If NA is zero, the constant approach is used.
If NA is unity, the coefficient A (in the Freudensteln-Roth
technique) is applied to the largest term in each equation. If
NA is greater than unity, the coefficient A is applied to term
NA-I. After each attempt at solution is fully exhausted, NA is
increased by one. When NA equals IZMAX, the program stops.
The number of capacitors. _]
The number of inductors. [v]
The number of derived equations in a circuit. Because in some cases
there are more unknowns than there are derived equations_
supplementary equations are made by assignation of values to
components. These supplementary equations must follow the
derived equations on input, and the number of derived equations
must be specified (even if the number of derived equations is
equal to the number of unknowns.
The number of increments between FXORIG and FXLIM for ESTIM, the
initial estimate subroutine.
The initial number of steps for the Freudenstein-Roth technique. _]
An indicator. If NTB is zero, the program will plot the resulting
transfer function from the first set of roots obtained.
An indicator. If NTC is not _ero the values of the roots are
used to form the transfer function for the frequency-response
subroutine. If it is zero approximate values found by CMPSEL
are used.













Numberof points to be computedper decade of frequency in the
frequency response program.
Specifies the maximumnumberof componentsto use in approximating
X(J).
The desired tolerance for root X(J).
This specifies to the p_ogramto which power of s in N(s) or
D(s) of the transfer function that F(J) belongs. The input is
an 'N' or 'D' (specifying numerator or denominator) followed by
a number (specifying a power). Thus D2 NO specifies that F(1)
2
is the coefficient D 2 of s , and that F(2) is the coefficient N O
0
of s. The input is free form, with blanks allowed anywhere except
as part of a number (N i0 is allowed, but N I 0 is not).
The desired fractional tolerance for the initial estimates from
ESTIM. When the estimates X(J) do not change more than TX x X(J)
in an attempt to further modify the estimates, then the set X(J)
is returned from ESTIM as the set of initial estimates.
The maximum and minimum practical values that are obtainable for
capacitors.
The maximum and minimum practical values that are obtainalbe for
inductors.

















FXLIM } For J I,NR Resistance (Ohms)
For J NRIL,NL Inductance (henrys)
For J _ NRINLII, JMAXCapacitance (farads)
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3.2.3 Input List and Format
The llst which follows gives, in sequential order, all of the data that
must be input into the computer for a run. The FORTRAN symbols defined in
the previous section are used for the data. The word ',CARI_, in the left
margin is used to designate that the Fortran symbols, corresponding to the input
items, to the right of the word ,,CARDIt must begin sequentially on a new card.
CARD MAXNOS, NOX, KK, JMAX, IZMAX, NR, NL_ NC, NOR, MR, NA, NTB
FORMAT 2014
CARD IMAX(J) J=l, JMAX
FORMAT 2014
CARD LMAX (J) J:=l, JMAX
FORMAT 2014
CARD F (J) J=l, JMAX
FORMAT 6E 12. §
CARD PTOL(J) J=l, JMAX
FORMAT 8E i0.0
CARD XRMIN, XLMIN, XCMIN, Yd{MAX, XLMAX, XCMAX
FORMAT 8El0.0
CARD FXORIG(J) J==l, JMAX, FXLIM(J) J=l, JMAX
FORMAT 8El0.0













K(J,I,L) _I, I_AX(J), I_l, IMAX(J)
FORMAT 2014
Repeat above for J equals l to JMAX
NTC,N3(J) J=l, JMAX





ICPS, NSTPS, FRQMIN, FRQMAX, DBMIN, DBMAX, AMPMIN, AMPMAX
FORMAT ll, 4X, I5, 6F10.5
3.2.4 Output Nomenclature
The printout consists of a listing of the equations, the initial data_
intermediate results, and, if roots are obtained, the roots and the results
from the component selection and frequency-response subroutines.
The equations are listed three terms per line, with a term number for
each term. The factors include a letter denoting resistance, capacitance, or
inductance, and the corresponding component subscript. The lines indicating
the division between the numerator and denominator terms are not printed.
The next portion of printout consists of certain input data. The "Maximum
No. of Steps" referred to is MAXNOS; the "Number of Steps" is NOS; and the "Times
through Runge-Kutta" is KK. The "Constants Terms" are F(J) arranged in order
of subscripts reading in order from left to right. Following these terms,




and FXLIM(J) which are arranged in the same order as F(J). The rest of the
initial data printout describes the number of equations and unknowns, the
number of resistances, capacitances, and inductances involved, and the maximum
and minimum allowable components for such components.
After the printout of input data, the program is designed to indicate
to the user the steps taken to obtain a solution. The terminology used is




The iterative step number in the Freudenstein-Roth technique
(I ! GRID !NOS)
The counter used in the process of selecting initial estimates.
When LX:JMAN the selection is complete.
The counter used to determine the method of solution. If NA is
zero, the constant approach is tried. If NA is one, the coefficient
approach is applied to the largest term of each equation. And if
NA is greater than one, the coefficient approach is applied to term
NA-I of each equation ( 0 ! NA ! IZM_AX).
The final output depends upon conditions arising within the program.
Should a satisfactory set of roots be obtained (a set in which all elements are
within the specified physical limits), a statement indicating this fact is
printed out together with the roots appropriately denoted as resistances,
capacitances, and inductances. In the case where roots are found but are not
acceptable, a statement indicates this fact. A listing of the values of the
unacceptable roots follows. As already noted, the computer contains an option




or continues searching until NA=IZMAX. If a singular matrix is encountered in
SIMEQ, the words "Singular Matrix" are printed out, and the computer proceeds
as indicated in Figure 3-i.
Should a set of roots be found, the computer prints them out and then
tests an indicator (ITB)° If ITB is not zero the program searches for another
set of roots. If ITB is zero the indicatar ITC is tested. If this is non-zero
the program skips CMPSEL and goes directly to the frequency-response subroutine.
Otherwise, CMPSEL is used to approximate the roots by component selection.
The subroutine CMPSEL prints out, for each unknown, the various
values of components selected and their summation. It also calculates the
inductive resistances and prints them out.
Finally, the frequency-response subroutine is used. The printout from
this subroutine consists of the transfer function, its roots and poles, and the
calculated values of amplitude and phase shift over the specified frequency






The goal of the present research effort has been to refine the computer program
developed in the initial study for solving nonlinear sets of simultaneous algebraic
equations,which occur in filter circuit analysis, and to extend the applications
of the program and the numerical techniques upon which it is based,
4.1 PROGRAM REFINEMENTS ACHIEVED
The computational refinements achieved were the incorporation of Kizner's
method for the solution of intermediate Freudenstein-Roth steps and the addition
of a root prediction subroutine to provide better estimates of the roots of the
Freudenstein-Roth steps. These refinements both shorten computational time and
improve convergence of the computer program. In addition, certain subroutines
were added to make the program more useful to filter circuit designers. These
subroutines are designed to:
• Select standard, off-the-shelf components whose values most nearly match
the theoretical values determined by the roots of the equations.
• Obtain the attenuation and phase shift vs frequency plots for the resulting
filter circuit whose component values approximate a theoretical circuit.
4.2 APPLICATION TO ACTUAL PROBLEMS
The refined digital computer program was successfully used to solve sets of
equations in six unknowns and thirteen unknowns. The equations represent filter
circuits as described in reference 17 • In addition, attenuation and phase shift vs




componentswhich approximate the above theoretical circuits. A solution was
attempted for a set of equations in fifteen unknownswhich represent the filter
circuit described in reference 18. Although only limited success was achieved
in obtaining a solution to this set of equations in fifteen unknowns, evidence
was gathered which strongly supports the hypothesis that this set of equations
is ill-conditioned.
4.2.1 Equations in Six Unknowns
\
The transfer function on page B-42 of reference 17 yielded six simultaneous
equations in the six unknown component values. The occurrence of exactly six
equations for six unknowns is not trivial, for transfer functions of other filter
circuits often yield either a lesser or a greater number of equations than un-
knowns. These cases are discussed in subsequent sections.
The equations and the filter circuit associated with the equations are
included in Appendix D. These equations were solved by the refined computer
program. In addition, the computer program selected the standard value components
which most nearly matched the values indicated by the roots of the equations and
plotted attenuation and phase shift vs frequency curves for the resulting approxi-
mate circuit. The two sets of roots obtained, along with the upper and lower
limits of each root used for the ESTIM subroutine, are presented in Appendix D.
Figures D-l, D-2, and D-3 of the appendix present, respectively, the amplitude,
phase shift and gain vs frequency plots for one of the circuits obtained.
4.2.2 Equations in Thirteen Unknowns
The transfer function of the filter circuit on page B-93 of reference 17




equations, one of the unknowllS(i.e., componentvalues) was assigned a fixed
value. This value was chosen so that the resulting set of thirteen equations
in thirteen unknownshad a set of roots that were real, positive numbers. This
choise was madeto insure that the componentvalues of the filter were physically
realizable.
The resulting set of thirteen simultaneous equations is listed in Appendix
E. They were solved by the refined computer program. The set of roots obtained,
as well as the upper and lower values of the roots used in the ESTIMsubroutine,
is included in Appendix E. This appendix also presents the standard component
values selected by the computer program to most nearly match those indicated
by the set of roots. Figures E-I, E-2, and E-2, respectively, present the
amplitude, phase shift and gain vs frequency plots of the resulting approximate
filter circuit.
4.2.3 Equations in Fifteen Unknowns
The transfer function of the filter circuit given on page 9 of reference
18 yielded the sixteen equations in fifteen unknowns shown in Appendix F. The
task of generating the equations from circuit analysis proved quite laborious.
This work involved expanding two determinants of eighth-order matrices, the elements
of which were algebraic expressions. The two resulting algebraic polynomials con-
tained over 800 terms which were grouped according to the exponent of the variable
s. The sixteen algebraic expressions developed by this grouping represented the
functions % discussed in subsection 2.2.
After deriving the expressions _j, the next step was establishing the values
for F.. The original version of transfer functions given in reference 18 had
J
already been normalized by dividing the numerator and denominator by N O and D O ,




omitted. Northrop performed the necessary analysis to obtain the non-normalized
transfer functions. The N and D of this transfer function were then matchedq q
with the corresponding algebraic expressions to form the sixteen equations of
the form of equation (2-2).
A preliminary examination of equations indicated that they _uld have to be
scaled to prevent computer overflow. For this reason, the circuit was scaled by
multiplying all resistor and conductors by 10-6 and capacitors by 106• The constant
-42
terms, Fj, were correspondingly scaled by multiplying by I0 .
The circuit upon which the transfer function and the sixteen equations were
based, contained only fifteen elements. Thus the set of sixteen equations con-
tained only fifteen unknowns. As discussed in subsection 2.2, the existence
of more equations than unknownsimmediately raised the question as to which, if
any, combination of the equations would form anlindependent set.
Various methods were used in an attempt to establish the independence or
dependenceof any of the sixteen sets of fifteen equations taken from the sixteen
equations. Algebraic expansion of the determinant of the Jacobian matrix was not
practical because a fifteenth-order matrix was involved. Numerical evaluation of
this determinant for specific values of the unknownsproved inconclusive. For
somevalues of the unknownsthe matrix was numerically singular. For other values
this was not the case. All numerical work of this nature was hamperedby com-
puter truncation error coupled with the significant differences in order of magni-
tude of the unknowns.
Numerousruns were madewith several different sets of fifteen equations.





othex:s rapid divergence occuR:red. These experiences indicated that the sets
of equations selected were either dependent or extremely ill-conditioned.
One of the last computer runs carried out involved running the 16 different
sets of 15 equations one after another, with the initial estimate of 14 of the 15
unknowns set equal to values of known roots taken from reference 18. The one
unknown, which was not set equal to a root, was given a value 12 percent greater
than the value of the corresponding root. For four of the sixteen cases, conver-
gence did occur rapidly. The sets of equations used in these four cases can
be most readily identified by specifying the coefficient N or D corresponding
q q
to the equation omitted. These four coefficients were NO, NI, D2, and D3. A
singular matrix was not encountered in any of the remaining cases, and for some
of these cases there was indication that convergence was occurring although
not as rapidly as for the four cases already mentioned. Based on this last
computer run it would appear that all of the sets of fifteen equations are
independent but all are also ill-conditioned, some more so than others.
In carrying out this last computer run, the constant approach of the
Freudenstein-Roth technique was used exclusively. This action was taken
because of the fact that with the coefficient approach the Jacobian matrix
changes algebraically with each step in the Freudenstein-Roth process. Thus a
singular matrix might occur at some intermediate step in the process even though
the true set of equations was independent. In the constant approach the Jacobian
matrix remains constant algebraically through all steps. Thus the dependence or






The ill-conditioned feature of the equations appears to be the result of
the considerable differences in order of magnitude of the unknowns. An indication
of the Ill-conditioned characteristic is that the determinants of the Jacobian
matrices corresponding to the 16 different sets of equations appear, in general,
to have relatively small numerical values in that region within which the roots
to the equations are most likely to occur. When computer truncation error is
considered in conjunction with this characteristic of the Jacobian, it can be
seen that accurate numerical calculations using either the Newton-Raphson method
or Kizner's method are difficult if not impossible under such conditions.
4.3 APPLICATION TO NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
As noted in subsection 2.7, there exist a number of engineering problems
in which sets of nonlinear differential equations are encountered. These
problems are inherently complex and the techniques which have been developed to
solve such problems tend to be somewhat specialized. The differential equations
associated with the two specific problems listed in subsection 2.7 have been
examined along with the appropriate boundary conditions. Because of time
limitations, no attempt was made to apply the numerical techniques developed to
the actual differential equations. It would appear that for situations in which
boundary conditions or initial conditions are not well defined, the technique







Based on the experience gained in the research effort, the Freudenstein-Roth
technique combined with KiznerTs method appears to be a powerful tool in the
simultaneous solution of nonlinear algebraic equations. The digital computer
program, which contains this numerical technique combined with a circuit component
selection scheme and a frequency-response curve plotter, is capable of analyzing
complex filter circuits and represents a useful engineering tool.
The most significant feature of the program is its flexibility in handling
any set of algebraic equations of the general type encountered in filter circuit
analysis. The primary limitation of the program occurs when it is applied to
circuits for which the corresponding algebraic equations are ill-conditioned.
With very minor modification the program could be extended to handle any
set of algebraic equations. Extension of the program to sets of transcendental
equations could also be accomplished with relatively small effort. The possibility
also exists that the basic numerical techniques employed may be useful in the
solution of sets of nonlinear differential equations and their associated boundary
conditions.
The recommendation is made that an investigation be conducted concerning
the extensions in application of the program and the associated numerical techniques
discussed in the preceding paragraph. In addition, consideration should be given
to the use of a digital computer to generate the algebraic equations characteristic
of a filter circuit. Northrop is presently developing computer techniques capable
of mathematical operations involving high-order polynomials with literal coeffi-
cients. The techniques developed in the latter research effort would be useful





There is a very evident need for an investigation into the problems of
identifying independence/dependence in sets of nonlinear equations as well as
identifying ill-conditioned sets of equations. The possibility of transforming
an ill-conditioned set into a well-behaved set, by some numerical process, is
also worthy of study. Such a transformation appears to offer the most prom-
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A source listing of the complete program is included in this appendix.
Individual segmentsof the program are located on the pages indicated below:
PROGRAM OR SUBROUTINE PAGE
MAIN A- 2
























OIML_SI,]'q IM_X{15I,F( I5),XIIS),CII5),FXdRIG(LS),XI(15),OE:LX(15} ,
L)FX{ Ib)tDFX( I_, Ib),SUM{ Ib),PSUM( 15,15),l|215),PI215,15),A{ 15,215) ,
I-_( Lb,),A_,'RIG( IS),_HI(15I,PIOL{Ib),FL( 15),FC(15),FXI I 15),FXLIM(15) ,
._XU,Ul S(iS),LM_X(15), _'_(16), II0(5902),X2(15)
L)IML_.SION PHIP([5)IDX(LS)





F_R_..AI I2XID-II'_PLJT DaT_II21H MAXIMUM NO. _F STEPS,3X,14116H _UMBER
1 OF STEPS,BX,14/26H TIMES THR_LJGH RUNGE KUTIA,4XI4/15H CONSTANT TE
2 _MSI )
14) F_R_'.AT (132H COM.MENCINS COEFFICIENT APPROACH)
15] F_R_AI (/3X5-1FXLIM/(5(BXEI6.B)))
18_ F_Rt-".AT {6ii S_ID=,I_,,3X,4HNOS=,I4)
213 F_Ri,'AT (5(4XEIb. B) )
23] F_R,V_AI (BtlO.O)
243 F_R_'.AT (_b12.5)
:_23 F,_R_AT (/IOH VARIABLES/)
3_D FOR_AI (//724 ALL RO_TS IN THE F_LL3WING SET LIE WIT41N THE PHYSIC
IAL LIMITS SP__CIFIED//)
34] F_KvAI (49H JSI;'_3 THIS SET OF ESTIMATES, NO R_TS WERE FOUNO//)
)53 FBR._.,AT (/ISH THE F,_LL_,_ING SET OF R_OTS DO NOT LIE WITHIN T_IE PHYS
FICAL LIMITS SPECIFIED/)
F,6R_AI (120H RANSE FaR VARIABLESI3X6HFX_RIGII6{3X,EIS.8)) }
FBRI,'AT IlIIH THERE ARE , 12,15H EQUATIONS AND ,12,24H U?_LN_NS,C_S
FISIING k':F ,I__,I6H _ESISTANCE(S), ,12,19H INDUCTA_qSE(S),ANO ,12,16H
w] CAI;'ACIIa:_CE|S). )
FOR:.:AI (_SH THE LO_E:_ BOUNDARIES FOR THE RESISTANr..ES, THE I.'qDUCTA.",
l-g_-S, A_D IHE CAPACITANCES ARE ,2{EL6.8,_H, )/5H A'_D ,EI6.8,1H, 4BFI
RE-SPLSTIVEL(, wHILE THEIR UPPER B_UNDARIES ARE ,2(EI6.8,2H, ),_HA
F_'_L)/IX_IS.8,1GH RESPECTIVELY.)
EL_U IVALE_CE | JMAX,'_MAX )
:_EAL; (5,120) MAX_OS,\IOS,KK,JMAX,[ZMAX,NK,NL,NC,NOR_M-_,NA,NTB
_EA{.'. (5,120) (IMaX(J) ,J=I,JMAX)
_EA[; (5,120) (LMaX(J),J=I,JMAX)
REAL, (5,240) {F(J),J:L,JMAX)


































_31 g. ( M}=O.
ZD5 _RM=NR+M
0_ I N=[ ,NMAK
?)FX I M, kl) =L,.
IF (F-N) 9,8,_
30FX (M,_I) -: 1,
30 I_ 7
_) IF(>;-(XIR+M))I,IO,7
13 _JFX (M,'q} =C(M)
7 F.._JNI 1 NJE




.%ALL F.%ON [MAXNOS,_IgS,KK,JMAXtNMAX,_R,LNAX, IMAX,F,PT_L,X,C,XGUES,
I- F_(, IERR,FXL IM,DFX,X2, PHIP,DX)
30 lid (II2,52),IERR











5_ .R. IIE (6,1B0) IGRID, N_S
KUT[A=I
63 lJ_} $ I=I,NMAK
3 DELX(1)=3.














L JMAX= LMAX (J )
L)k} t4 L=I,LJ_4AX





























21. IF I_SWTC.-I-I )Z4,25, 25
3ALCUL/_I" E C_-FFICIENTS




[ A (J,NA) =-(A_ ( A_RI 3(J }-2. )** ( 1.-GR [D/ANGS } ) +2.
54 I_ 29
LZ5 A( J, NA } = A_R I ,'_( J ) ** ( I.-GR [D/A\I;3S }
3ALLULATE T_Tt_L PARTIALS (C_)RRECTED)
2_ _J 2_ XI=I,NM_X
2_ PSUMIJ,N}=PSJMIJ,N)+(A(J,NA)-I.O}*P(NX,N)
IFI_.UITA-I) ].I,2BI,II
281 PltI P(J) =-(SU_( J ) +( /_(J,_IA}-I. )*T( NX} )
11 PHI (J)=PHIPIJ)
KS_ I CII: 1
LSmlCH=I
T,ALL SIMEQ I)SUM,DELXtPHItJMAX,IE)
IF(IE.EQ.1) 3_ I J 32
3ALL RJN;KA(X_ DELK,FXL IM,PI_L_XZv KDTTA_NMAX)




IF (ABS ( DELX( I ) }-PTOL ( I )*ABS(X( I ) ) )33,33,40
3_, ,?.iaN T I ',lJ E
J_ 35 I=I,NM_X
_5 K([I=X([)+DE_X([)
39 D_ oL I=L,NM_X
NRI=NR+I




35 {)_ L'O N=I,NM_,X












Ik (qOS-MAX:;_)44, 3B, 38








IF {NA-I- IZMAK )51,49, 49
49 STt;P
52 OvJ 16 I=I,NR
IF IX( I )-XRMI N) 121,75,76
75 S_NI INJE
DO 17 I=I,NR













IF (X{II-XCMIN) I2t,lO6, t06
105 30NIINJE











3ALL CMPSEL {JMA×,X,XI ,X2 tNR, _IL,C,NTB )



























































SUBI_JUT I _E E _PRT (J _AX ,LMAX, I MAX, NR,NL,NC
1 ",IT u bE r. L
01MI NSION A[ 50}, B( 50} ,C(3),DI]O) , IMAX(}6) tLMAXI}5) ,E(3.)
F_R_ AT ( l HI., 5 :)XgHEQJAT I _tN I2)
1--dR,_. A I (///)
F _RMAT ( 35X63 _, 1 )
F@KNAT{LbX35t********** ERROR DETECTED IN TERM
F,13,t3H _)F __.)UATIO_ ,I3, t2H _*********)
F dF(F'.AT (30XI),IIXIB, IlXI3)
F_Rt4Af(tat)
F_R_Ar(t:4ttS(53HTHE FOLLOWING IS THE LIST OF EQUATIONS
F3 f(i_ PR_)GRA_)
907 FidR_AI(I/XB4-4IHE FORMAT IS .... EQUATION NUME_ER)
_)It F_K_ATI35XI94NLIMBER _F EACH TERM)
90B FSRNAT(BSXB54TERMS OF EQUATIOXlS (THREE PER LINE))



























A ( L _ )=PL JS
A(3_ ):PLJS
LE=L+2
IF(L .ST. LM&X(J)) GO
IF({L¢2} .LE.
A (38 )=6L ANK
LB=L+I
IF(IL+I) .EC_.








LMAX(J) ) GO TO ZO
T_ 200
LM&XIJ)) GO TO 20
A-8
SPECIFIED T
E_UAIIO'N, A_I ERROR MESSAGE RESULTS)












IF{HCO .L_T. [NR+XlL) ) G_) TO 50
IC=1

















I ND-- I ND- l
'IC_=NCL}-NR-NL
IF{NCL_.G[.9) G0 TO 73





o( KL+2 ) =d(13)
IF(_C(_ .'_L. 3} BIKL+I)=DINCO)
KL:t,L+4
50NI lr'JE
IFIICAP .EQ. O) IC_P=IX_[)









































DI Mi t_Sl_)_ IM_X I 15 } ,L_AX( 15),'qM{ 16), |TD{ 5902 )
_,_)MM_ON N_, IT_t LMAX, IMAX, JMAX
"_=1
{,)_ _0 J=I,JM_X

































IF I "_II_] btO,2,51D


























X (J ):U-C _MP









,_RI IE {5, _l)l) I,IPMX







DO 240 I:t, IPMX
IFIXIJ)-bO.) 220,230,230














_f_-X{ J ) +.5
XLIII:_IFB
_JPC:NPg- [
X (J)=X ( J )*( l ].*.qPC)















































































IF | J)535 ,b05,20




k _RI_,AT { IH1)
_Ot F_]v{t-_AI(I//Z4(ISHFI_,R CAPACIT2R C, 12,5H ThE ,[2,
I-[TH C&MP2_iqE_q[{S) ARE/)
902 PhJla,!'Ai{J)X kt6._J)
-_L)3 F_;t_.I,,AT|/Z4XL4C,12,_H IS THUS ,EL6.8,
I-L1H MI SR_MIC_'FARADS)
:)O_" F_<r'ATI///24KI4HF_R INDUCT_R L,I2,SH THE ,12,
i-llH COMP',_I.,ENT(S) A_,E/)
•_05 I-#i<5.AT(/24XI4L,IZ,gH IS THUS ,E[6.8, 13H HENi{[ES, AND)
#05 F_3R.*ATI24X234rH/_. ['4DJCTIVE PART _F R,12,4H IS ,EIS.8,5H
907 F_]K_'ATI///24KI4IdF_R RESIST_R _,I2,SH THE ,[2,
FI?H C_MPk_NENTIS) ARE t)
-_0_ t,,_<_.Af(trl )
_O9 F'_Rt'Af(2_X314WITH &N INDUCTIVE RESISTANCE _.F,EI6.8,
FSH ,HNS)


















































_.I_P_Mi_N/t)Ar A/[ ABL E { 59 )
_)AIA [A_L£/ L.3, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8, 2.2, 2.7, 3.3, 3.9, 4.7, 5.6,
L) 6.8, B.2, L.O, 1.2, L.5, [.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.5, 2.7, 3.0, 3.3,
A _.6, 3.9, 4.7, 5.3, 5.1, 5.6, 6.8, 7.5, 8.2, 53., I00.,200-,
T 400., _O3., 1403., 2000., 500., I000., 2000., 400D., 8000.',
A qOO3-, 8030., 1.0, 1.I, L.21, 1.33, 1.47, 1.6Z, 1.78, 1.96,
t_ Z.L5, 2.37, 2.61, 2.87, 3.16, 3.48, 3.83, 4.22, 4.64, 5.11,







SUb_'._UT I NE FCON( MAXN_
S C, XGJ
DIMtNSI_'q IM_Xi I5),F(
UXI I 15),F×I15),OF)<{ 15,
IPT_l( 15),FF([5), XGJES
DIN_-N3[_'_ pHIp([b),ox
llO f _RhAT(II6H SINGULAR
180 F_RMAT {5H GRID=,I4,3











ZZ _RIIu {6,180) IG:_ID,_I_S
KUTTA=I




IF (t'i-NR) 4,4, 5
5 SIM)=O.
"_RM=NR+M
FX (iv):S (M )*X(NRM) +X( _4)























29 I F ( LSWTCH-I ) _0, #]., 41
• 63 GRII;=IgRID















[ +2.,,I- I J )
.30 1 _ _I
5[ FF (J)=F ( J }**( GRI D/ANOS }*F_RG(J )**{ 1.-GRID/ANOS)
4[ IFIKUTTA-1) [0,41l,IO









16 D_ 18 I=I,NM_X























































SUbRdUI-INE SIMEQ IA,KtBtNt IERR}






















IE_'_P=_( I × )
BIIX)=_(_)
L_(K)=TEMP
5 IF {JX-K) lltll,';)
EXCIiANgE COLJMNS














































































( I)+2.*DLLX( I )
= I , "4MAX







OI ML:qS I_)_ FX
t)F(t',), IM_X( 1





















IGIi)-FXL IM{I)).LT.FXORIG{I}/IO00.) GO I_ 200
20 IF (JJ-i) 16,15,16
l_ D_ 3 J=2,_,MAK
FX{J):_XPI(ALOGIFXLIMIJ)*FXORIG(J)))/2°b)

























1_ U_ Z8 N=I,NM_X
28 FXi',)=XI(N)
25 IF (J J-! ) 1_, 17, 18






30 _RITL (6,1IO} LX



















































































5UBI_6UI l" :- :_,,',,:IE_ (X,JMA×)
'" ._ C/F. IMI!N_-,I..J_ ,_{ [b),_ (8,-),KI_(I.t))KC(I_:), iF(41)
t_IM[NF, T.; _, uJ ._VI; I
li_)OI][t: ._'1_tgl._l_,N C;_If)RT"|4, ),RTII&")pA(2_I),;'(21),C(21),UI21),r:(2i, ,. ,
I)
t. Q MMi rl/l_l..' l F).I R L , !".C, N IkU _" ) _; [ L N, N 7.C I ( R '" ) ,._"_z <. [ I ( fl'._)'_
It',l) bt".. ,.. IhLNIY
I_,TLGFL ' ',' L _ N _.i
INIt-L;!-K [,t t._
[^ll_ T_af)'..fY,i I_F/"'_"PCO'I'L__)I))IH[]/,,<.,_ .
CAT/_ ,ttA',l_/l)! I
i.',E_l; (:,,_ )
',_[;/_E(b,o 11 it A,_
NC I:N= -
NNUN=










IF IN(r.). i .'_,l_Nk ) ().3 I_,_ i_ ?
',(K)=';()* II ." _741_!24
_lA= [:')_;<A N(X )
K=K + i
[F(N(K).I I. " ) C-k) [¢_ 4_
IF(N(F}.I I.T_,,_NTY) GC T;, 43
K=K- ]
.t) (N,a.) 1 ) =X{.I}
IF (N/'._T.',4U.*) Nr',UM:I\/_





C?tt-( l )=._: ( I )
RE(I)=,.,.




r>E(12"+11 ',:_):' ( I )
l_ 7? l=L,t3
C¢_Et: ( ] )=',) t ( I )
E_ _'3 I=1 ,_'_
_.'7. CI { I 1= .
. i',TR _Zll CT, hV A _' C g E)CALL !).IP 'LYI',%UM,L,"_F-F,4' ,ACc) , , , ,. , , ,










C01 ( I_-1 )--I 1,',( i
POI Ilk} -,,:1 1 { I )
,'tI { I )_IC( I }
C( 1 )--, .
1 -_NL f r'4_ [
" 51 l=i,ll
2=II-I
CI I_:+I):([,;Ft { 1)
C 9_I I=i,16
CLF ( [ ): 'C( I I
ALL !",TP;:LY(_,l_;[ig,CO EF,4_: ,ACC ,RTR ,R I [ ,Cg_',V, A , L',C ,D, E )
C I( " I=I,NI fN
K= l _"2
Z_,: [ 1 ( IK- 1 )=" [,_ { I }
_' ,7.1 I(IK)=J<[I|I)
EIUP _,











SUi._<_U l I 'Ji.
I- R t _,_UE",iCY
L) IMt N S I i_",l
J I M_ h."i l _ q




RE 5 Pl]:;SE PR_3RAM











































PHASE ANGLE IN DEGREES
I










D b i_',",X-: _ 0.

































it I IL4_I) btb,b
'_ CALl [AM_,AV(g35)
0 CI'INI INJI.
2 bO N= N_
,NRI IL. Ib,Z(O) NN
ZlO r_R_,!AT(/33X,26HTHE NUMERATOR IS _F










_kI IL (5, 3qO) (I{_E[ ( I ), I=l ,N)
}40 F_Kf AI ( 33X,E12.5,5X, E I2.5,8X,Et2.5, 5X,E t2.5 )
3TO [=t
}75 J=l+I


















_20 F_}Rt-_AI(/33X,28HTHE DENaMINAT_R IS OF _RUER





































































-R,_) [ { K ) -R _l_ T { K+2 )
5
<_,_ r ( K ) • RO 2iT ! K ) +R001 I K +1 )*R>Jt_T ( K+ l )
t.
Oh( I , 3) =-i{OJf { K }
_i{llk16, 1201)
F_K_ AI | IX}
PlIAI. L CHECKER L_3P 3203 TI4RU




















































































_, I I I",-N_ I I l'b
II {;_5111*':,) 12 _g),/O0O, [210
WRI II_ (6, |240)
FdK_AI|III3OX,2IHNUMBER _k STEPS
_ALL GETJUIIICAM)
IFL_'iST_PS.NE.[) GO 10 1.$00
W=_I







i-_K_ AI (///30X,42dF [N&L _MEGA
G_ I C L246












ASSIUN 2000 T_ IFFY
IFILIN£S-50) 15(,3, 1520, 1520






















IS E_UAL TO _R LESS



























IP(; S_O-I.) L610, 1620, 1610
C,J 1¢ 16:_0
GM{ I ) _-MS'Q
l-P( I)=SAT}:(I ) .AI &N2(F_( 1,2),FI_I I, I) )÷F360( I )*6.2831U53
GP{ I )=SAI,,( I ) *AI AN2(G_(112) ,G_( I , I ) ) +G3bO( I )*6.2831853
&NS_,'AG--ANSMAG*FM ( I )/GM( I )
ANSI-'hZ:ANSPHZ÷FPI I)-GPI I)
FCPS=WI6.2B _1853
[F(,tNSMAG) 1560, 1670, 1670
_i_S :_i'_S = -ANSMAG
GQ ib 1680
AlIS ANS = ANSMAG
EXPHAG=ZO.*AL_5IDI ABSANS )






IF(ANSPHI.L].O.) G_ il) 20
ANS VhZ = A _SPHZ- ]60.
KNL_I=_,Nt:wI+[
S,_ I i; !0
[FI _I_SPIIL.GI.-3hD.) G_J IZ 30
&:iS PIlL = A XISPHZ ÷ 360.
KNk_Z:_,NEw2+ [
3_] I _ 20




XFR_, (,J(IP_ [,_|() =W
RCPs ( 1P,} I NF ) : FCPS
YAMI'(IP_l;i[) :EXPMAS
YMA_,( [P_' I ,LT):ABS&_'{S
LII_b:LIXILS+I
II-(LINES-_0) 17ZO, 1710, 1710
¢SSIGN 1729 Tg ,JIFFY
G_*, r_ 1530
G_ Ik5 IFFY,|I200,134D,2000)
IF (KPL_T.L_.]) G;_ T0 190
hIPC INF: I PZIN(
_/},"_ I l NjE






























[F(I.Gf. NPOINT) GO TO 2200
IF(×CPS(1).LI.FR_MIN) G_ T_ 2L20














IF(ICP$.Nc.3) G_ T_ 2220
D_ 2213 I:1,12
2210 ×LA(,( I)=bCOF_Q{ l)
_0 I_ 22#U
2220 D_ 2233 I:i,12
2230 XLAi_II}=bCD_PS(1)
2240 CALL QJKLG|I-I,FRQMIN,FRQMAX,-360.,O.,42,XLAB,BCD_HZ,NP;qTS,X,,YI,
X KR_ISS, I, ttO, 1.,10.)
CALl_ QJKLGI( - 1, FRQMIN, FRQMAX, DBM IN,DBMAX,42, XLA6,BCDAMP _NPNTS tX, Y2















































200 ,_ /IO K=
"iX[ :rixv ( x
"dY 1 -NYV ( Y
IF(K.F_.I
IF ( I uIRlz A _,










I LIR t; A'<, MX, MY ,L)X, I)Y )
PLCI [._[,-|.i_',, 0R .51 MI-Li_[,














V(I,XL, XR,DX,N, I,NXX, l)C, IERR)
IVILI,XL,XR, YB,YT,DX,DY,N,M, [,J,NX,NY)
[V(NCX, _CDX, IX, IYI)












API'I'_N I)I X I_
SUBROUT INES
A description of the operation of the MAIN program is provided in
subsection 3.1. The discussion which follows in part B-I provides a brief
description of each of the subroutines used in conjunction with the MAIN
program. For convenience, these descriptions are arranged in alphabetical
order as opposed to sequential order of use. In part B-2, a discussion of
internal routines is provided.
B-I. DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
ARDEN
This subroutine uses the complex roots obtained by ROOTER to compute
the magnitude and phase angle of the complex quantity N(j_)/D(j_) for the
values of the frequency specified to it.
BLOCK DATA
The block data routine contains the necessary decade tables for CMPSEL
and PTMCH.
CMPSEL
This subroutine utilizes the technique presented in subsection 2.4 to
select the approximate components corresponding to each root. The relation-
ship between inductance resistance and inductance is taken into consideration.
External input to the routine consists of a control digit, specifying whether
or not to select components and plot the transfer function, and a maximum




EQPR T (E_uation Printer)
This subroutine prints out the set of equations specified to the program
in terms of resistance, inductance, and capacitance. It compares the units
of each telml in a particular equation to the units of the first term of the
equation, and gives an error message if the units do not agree. If more than
five error messages occur, the subroutine prints the following equations, and
then stops execution. A term number is printed out under each term for easy
reference.
ESTIM (Selection of Initial Estimates)
This subroutine is a technique for obtaining a set of initial estimates
for the variables. The range of interest and the number of increments to be
taken for each variable are inputs to the subroutine. The variables are
first given the value of the logarithmic mean of their respective ranges.
Each variable is then varied in turn over its range, according to its number
of increments. The variable is then given the value Which causes the equations
to be most nearly satisfied, and the next variable processed. The process
is repeated until an increment or decrement in any variable will cause the
equations to be less nearly satisfied. The set of variables is then returned
as the initial set of estimates.
FCON (Constant Approach)
This subroutine applies the Freudenstein-Roth Method in conjunction with
Kizner's method to the set of equations and unknowns. It differs from the





with each equation, rather than a coefficient of one of the terms. Experience
has shownthis method to be superior to the coefficient approach.
GETOUT
If a severe error results in ARDEN,this subroutine is called to turn off
the cameras (turned on for plotting in _RDEN)andto stop execution of
the remainder of the program.
INTEGER FUNCTION K
The method used of storing equa_ons involves storing the subscripts
of the unknowns in positions that are a function of equation number, term
number, and factor number. The rather standard method of storing the unknown's
subscripts is by storing them in a variable with three dimensions. However,
unless the equations all have the same number of terms and factors per term,
this practice can lead to much unused (and needed) storage. A method was
found to store these subscripts sequentially, using the previously used
dimension variables to define a single subscript in the sequential storage.
The function K is used to determine this subscript, and thus the desired
unknown. In the case of the 15 equations and unknowns presented in this
report, it reduced required storage for the equations from 24,000 to 6,000
words.
PRTR
This subroutine prints the roots obtained by the main program and FCON.






_is subroutine does tile actual component matching for CMPSEL.
QUKLQI
This subroutine plots the results from ARDEN using the SC4020 plotter on
both microfilm and paper. The various options available allow the specification
of the frequency range and the upper and lower limits of the amplitude plots.
Upon exit from this program, control returns to the main program for further
attempts at obtaining solutions to the set of equations and unknowns.
READK
This subroutine reads in the subscripts of the unknowns for each term of
each equation.
ROOTER
As the equations may be input in any order, a method is necessary to
specify to which powers of s in N(s) or D(s) (_he numerator and denominator poly-
nomials of the transfer function) the various constant terms belong, in order
that the root plotting subroutine may have the correct transfer function.
ROOTER does this, reading in the specifications off one card. ROOTER also
obtains the complex roots of N(8) and D(s) necessary for the root plotting
sub rout ine.
RUNKA
The Runge-Kutta integration necessary for Kizner's method is performed




SIMEQ (Simultaneous Equation Solver)
This routine employs the Gauss-Jordan technique of reducing a matrix by
the pivotal method. The matrix is the Jacobian matrix of the set of equations
to be solved. The values of the unknowns used correspond to the current
estimates. The largest element of the matrix is sought and, should this
largest element be trivial, an error message is returned and printed out.
B-2 INTERNAL ROUTINES
The program makes use of several subroutines available on the 7094 library
tape. These decks include POLRT, LOGB2, and the SC 4020 plot routines.






The complete deck, dimensioned to be able to handle a set of fifteen
equations and fifteen unknowns,uses approximately 41,000 words. The IBM
7094 at the MSFCfacility can store only 33,000 words. This obstacle was
overcomeby use of the overlay system, which stores the subroutines on a
systems tape. The subroutines are then loaded into memoryonly whenneeded,
and thus several subroutines can share the samestorage locations. The major
restriction to this system is that one subroutine cannot call another sub-
routine that would cause the first to be overlaid. The system is used by
specifying with a $ORIGINcard the mnemonicor absolute storage location
that the first commandof the following subroutine is to take. All following
subroutines and internal storage areas, such as input/output buffers, are
loaded sequentially until the next $ORIGINcard. A schematic of the overlay
system used for this deck is shownon Figure C-I. The two mnemonicsused
are ALPHAand BETA.
It is suggested that the user makeno attempt to rearrange the sequence






















FILTER CIRCUIT WITH SIX UNKNOWNS
D-I Circuit Diagram
L 1 R 1
R 2
L2 i! R3
D-2 Identity of Unknowns
YI = RI Y4 = LI





1.2 x 106s + 1.6 x i04s2




D-4 Example Inputs and Outputs
Two input samples and the outputs which resulted from them for the set of
6 equations %n 6 unknowns are presented on the pages which follow. The plots
from the frequency-response subroutine are included only with the first case.
The range of interest of the unknowns in Case #I is identical to that presented
on page 35 in reference 1.
Case #2 presents an identical run, except that the range of interest of
the unknowns was set equal to the maximum and minimum allowable values for
components, as presented in Table 2-1. This was done to demonstrate the
strength of convergence of the program. For brevity, the input items are





EXAMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT
FOR SIX EQUATIONS AND SIX UNKNOWNS
Case #i
D-3
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FREG, UENCY ]N CYCLES/SECOND
Figure D-I. AMPLITUDE VERSUS FREQUENCY

















Figure D-2. PHASE SHIFT VERSUS FREQUENCY











Figure D-3. GAIN VERSUS FREQUENCY
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25.3138& 3. )810B 0.0(J#,34 -44._7398 -90, :'_466
27.42716 4.3o517 0.0u551 -45.1753'9 -91.025q5
30.')732 S 4. !8631 U. UOb9. -4.5.'-18532 -93.7 l_tO :,
32. 9746_ _. ?_4809 O .0U457 -46. H0429 -9 5. (-518 7
36.15o93 ). 75441 9 • fI)(.141;,!' --47. 013274 -97. b 7173
39.64430 6. 30959 O.uu37" -4P.47195 -99.54503
43.46U11 b. 31852 U•OV3&2 -49.323[4 -[OI.DYWB9
47.66293 7. _.B579 0.00339 -b0.18797 -IF3.6))74
52.26137 8.31765 0.0L;28 P -:_I. JoH39 -105.29895
57.3']365 _.12U13 0.00252 -b[.gooo7 -[;_1:.1_ )_,0
62.B3200 19.00002 O. (I)U22 T -52.q8534 -IIO. 571)08
ISOMME_",ICINI; CEI-:I.:I-:ICIENT ,_PPRBACH
NA= 1
(;RID= t N, S= 25
GRID= 2 N2S= 25
GRID= 3 N_,fS= 25
GR ID= 4 N'S= 25
GRID= b N_, t,= 25
GRID= b NgS= 25
GR I U = 7 N_. 5= 25
GRID= _ N,;S= 25
GRID= 9 '_,: _-- 25
GR[U= L 'q,' b= 34
GR I U = Z N_ h;= 34
GR ID= 3 N_;S= 34
GR I D= 4 '4_,_S = 34
GRID= 5 N_;S= 34
GR I I} = {, N_!S= 34
GRID= 1 N,4b= 34
GRID= H NL, S= _4
GR I D = I N_ b = 54
USING fHlb brf _tF ESTIMATES_ N_ R_OTS WERE F Z UND
D-28
L.k. MMLtlC I ,'_(. _; 2FF- 1C I _,NT
NA = 2
{;RID= 1 NCS= 25
GRID: 2 tiOS: 25
GRID: 3 N_S= 25
(;RID=. . 4 N_._= 25
GR I D= 5 N2 b= 25
GR I D = 6 N_ S= 25
GRIO= 7 q_" S = 25
GR ID= 8 t_ 5_= 25
GRID= 9 N_S= 25
OR IU: I0_ 'Qi_S= 25
GRID= II ._;_S= 25
GRID= IS 'q_;_S = 25
GRID: 13 '_,;S = 25
GRID: I_ °_", _= Pb
GRID= Ib NVS= 25
GRIQ= 16 T_L_S= 25
GRID: 17 _J_'S: 25
GRID= 18 N_S= 25
GRID= 19 _,_S= 25
GR ID= 20 NLS= 25
GR I D= 21 !_x;S= 25
_ GR.I.D=_ .2_ .... _i_S=..25...
GRID= 23 NLS= 25
GRID= 24 _CS= 25
GRID= 25 N_S= 25
APPROACH
ALL. R00TS [r_ IFL FOLL_,WIN(; SET LIE WITHIN TIE PHYSI_,.AL,_L.IMI_S
RI I)= O.2J..:OOOO4E 04 JHMS LI I)= J.20.JOOOO5E 02 H
R{ 2)= L_.Lg'499992E 04 3HMS LI 2)= o.39999989E 02 H
_| 3)= O.40__.OOL-)IIE 03 2HMS
Ci_MMENC IN;; CPEFFICIENT APPROACH
NA= 3
GR ID: I q,_S = 25
GR I D = 2. q_ S: 25
GRID= 3 N_S= 25
GR I D= 6 N_S= 25
GR I O= 5 '_L S= 2 %
_,_ ID = 6 '_if S= 25
GRID= T Ni_'S= 25
...... GRIC = " Nk'S= 25
GRID: 1 'i_S = 36
GRID = 2 q_S: 36
GR IO= 1 _L;_= 70
GRID: 2 ,'_S = 70
USING TIllS SEI _F ESTIMATES, N_ ROQTS WERE F_UND
T_-292-6-078
September 1966
C( i)= 0._9 999989[-04 F _RADS
D-29 ,-
b
L, wmmtr4L. LNi, LVLI'I- lbltNl APPR_A(2H
NA :- 4
_,R I D = I
(,R ! D -_ t
GR I O = G
i,R ID = (
(;R ID= P
GR I U = ')
{,R It)= I0
GRID= II
GR I U = 12
GRID = 13
GP, I D = 14
{;RID= Ib




GR I D= 2(.}
5RID= 21
GR I O= 22
{;RID= 23























ALL Ri_k}TS IN I-HE F_LL_WING SET LIE WITHIN THE PHYSICAL LIMITS .{
K{ ii- 0,,2_356151E 04 ._HMS
R( 2)= 0.21362544E 04- OHMS




.u . 2 808/-,5.42E 0 Z .... HE
_}.28483392E 02 HE
NA= 5
GRID= i '_bS= 25
GRID= 2 hlz;S = 25
GRID= 3 _DS: 25
GRID= 4 NgS= 25
GRID = ....... 1. ;,_LS: 4,4
{-;RID= 2 _S= 44
GR I U = 3 N¢S= 44
OR I U= I _b= 04
GRID= 2 92S= B4
GR I'_= 4 N_;S= _4
GRID= 5 '_S: B4
GRID= ,_ '_LS= 84
GR IL;= ( '_W,S = 94
GRID= fi %2_S = 84
GRID= 9 N_S= R4
......... -., ._!.u.- .... }..O ..... "; __.__.=_ _4
USINC, TIIIS SEI _'F ESTIMI_T_S, N_ RO_TS WERE FgUND







FILTER CIRCUIT WITH THIRTEEN UNKNOWNS
E-I Circuit Diagram











YI = RI Y6 = LI YI0 = I/el
Y2 = R2 Y7 = L2 YII = I/C2
Y3= R3 Y8= h Y12= i/%
Y4 = R4 Y9 = L4 YI3 = I/C4
Y5 =R5
Transfer Function
i010 s2 3T = (1.2 x lOlls + 5.8 x + 6.78 x 109s
+ 1.5 x 108s 4 + 9.0 x i05s5)/(9.0 x 1012
1012 2+ 7.225 x lO12s + 1.8186 x s
i0 II s3+ 1.77245 x + 5.5399 x 109s 4
+ 5.965 x 107s 5 + 2.22 x 105s)
E-I
1':-4 Exam.p_h,//!puL and I)llt__lL _
TR-292-6-078
September 1966
A sample input for the set of thirteen equations in thirteen unknowns
and the output which resulted from it are presented in thisportion of the
appendix. For the sake of brevity, the input items are listed without FORTRAN
symbols. The plots from the frequency-response subroutine for this sample
input are included in this appendix as Figures E-l, E-2, and E-3. The range
of interest of the unknowns is identical to that presented on page 37 of
reference I.
E-2
I .RUT r, .,. T_"I _TFI ;- " AT Z " T..,- .T .....
( _LO v" . =
i23'-'56-'Rt''lZ3-5,':_r: " t2_56 _ - L, 34:_6 r i23_b67._:,_,123_:_6
120 3C 15 ! '
3 lq 2_ _,_ ?_
3 3 2 _ 3
2,22E+05 ,965
....................................... ?_,9__tl 2........... 9. o
5.0E+02
•01 .3_
• 24 .0 O ! _".;5
19.5E+02 39.4E+&2






t ............. L 6 7
: 3 6
; 8 9
......... r-, --7 13 6
= !I 7 9 I0
4 & L.
15 2 l f 2 2 l 1
J "i _ 3 2 3 2 i
E+:Z7 5. 539"JL+C9 l. V72a5E+ll 1.8186t
E+C5 _
.................. ,...... .__i£_8......... 9..,_7.£i+.Q9_...... A,.._'_Q._
_I ,Ci . .DI.• j
i I ;rl .(il
• , _._. _ 22.:+,J6 _._bO., I_,L
-9.6E+02 29.7E+02 [0. /+Ol 50.0[
•_.....•1__-e.9 .... P_-!_£,-P_4...... ,o--__.f.:P_e___l.Q__j
it'. E÷- lC'. 9L+OI !O.Oi+Ol lO.C:
Ze _ - _oO
9 6 8 9 _ 8
& 6 8 z, 7 8
9 5 6 9 1 7
4 6 3 5 6 a 5
1 5 7 _ a -.
o 2 o
2 6 13 3 6 13 ;
13 2 o 13 _ 6 12
........ _. 12- 6 li 5 6
........LcJ....................
5 6 7 5 6
9 3 7 9 5
8 13 7 8 !3 6- 9 12 7 9
8 9 iO 2 _ . 6. 7 ___ .... 6__ 2
6 3 _ 7 3 5 7
8 i 2 9 I 3
= 9 ! i _ 7 -
t.X, ....... - ..... / ..... &_ -_
3 5
-3 I l_ _
-- 5 l 3 -
- 12 22
6 i_ I 7 13 5 v
5 6 12 a 7 12 5
i i .e...... _.].i....... 5...... _8 .... 1_1
7 i-O _ 8 i0 5 %
: _2 _ 4 ii i 5 Ii l
'- -_ 2 5 iO 2 4 12
il i 5 ii
12 if _ 12 13 Z IC ic 3 iI
a ib li 5 i_ 13 5 ii i3
ii
!2 a 12 i2
ii 12 13
C 7
[ 5 ii 5
- . . ._
": 2222222222_._
12 13 ,C ii 13 ..........................
9




._L,__X L_ x i.
.0i
• vl .................................
7 8 z 6
7 i] 1 8 .....................................................
l 9 12 2
9 i0 3 9
i :_ _ _.2.,
ll _ _ 3 i
i 5 12 2
i0 13 _ ±i
5 i0 13 5
F.-3
--2_
_- ....................... ' ...... T TR-292-6-078 ..............
September 1966
tE F_LLZWING IS THE LIST _F E(JUATI(_NS SPECIFIEC TZ THE PRZGRAM
iE F?,RMAT IS , E'_UA1 It_N NLMBER
I-Et_F!S _F CLUAIIZkS (I_K_E F'ER LIKE)
NUF:t._LR L]I- LACH TERM
CHECK IS ,_:AC[ L;I llIL b:JII5 i:F EACI- TL/Rt,'. IF: THE UNITS CIFFER




÷ L4 LI L3 + L4 L2 L3
2 3
ECUA I'II_N 2
4 L1 [2 + R4 LI L_ + R4 L2 L3
l 2 3
LI L2 + R5 L[ L3 + R5 L2 L3
4 b 6
LI L4 + _3 LI L4 ÷ R5 L1 L4
8 9
L2 L4 + R3 L2 L4 + R5 L2 L4
11 12












P,2 i_4 L I.
IC
R2 45 L 3
13

















÷ R2 R5 LI
II
+ R3 K4 LI
14











+ R2 R4 L3
12
+ R3 R5 L[
15
+ R3 R5 L2
IR
+ RI R5 L2
21
* RI R2 L4
24





























































































R2 R3 ,_4 + RI R2 R5 + RI R3 R5


















C3 C4 C2 C t.,
2 B
+ L3 + L3
CI C4 C2 C4
5 6
























+ R3 R4 + R3R5
C1 CI
20 21



























































































MAXINUN hr,. ;,_F SIEPS








0.5_65LCCCE CA u.5539SCCOE [0
().SOq()CCCOE C6 L.15CCCCCUE C9
RA.._,E Fgi< V_t_IAE:LE:S
F K_H I G
0.195(0000 -_- 04 0.3940COC0k O z. C.4£6COOGCE 04 C.291
0.6OO, bOOOc 02 C.40OOOOCOE 02 Oo3bOOOOOCE 02 C. IOI
O. IOCCCCOOr-04
FXLIN
rJ. lO0((r:nnF l)5 fi.lOOOOOCOt 05 C.ICCCOOCCE 05 £. lO
O. [0OLOOOOL 03 (;.IOCOCOCCL 03 C.ltOLuLCfE 03 C, tO
u. hOCCCCO0_-04
THERE ARt 13 E_,..AT[¢qu AND ].3 UNI<.N_WNS,C_,.,SISIING 3F 5 _<LSISfANC
TH_ LZ_;ER _UI,D,_<IES FgR THE RESISTA:,CES, TP6 INDUCTANCES, ANC IH
f- -pa;,u O.[CCO000CE-04, _-b ECTIVELY, WHILE THEIR UPPER LI_LNDARIES


























0.19500000E 04 0.3940C0C0E C4




C¢_:MENCIKC CgKSTM Tx_ APPROACh
..........._RID._.........t ....NZ__S=30 ..........................................................
GRID: 2 NgS= 30
_.. GRI0: 3 NZS= 3.0
GRID= I N_S= 56
....... GRID= I N_S= 1.1.2
GRID= 2 N_S= t12
USING THIS SET _F ESTIMATES, NO R0_TS WERE F0bND
CCMFENCIKC C_EFFICIENT APPRBACH
NA= I
GRID: l NgS= 30
GRID= 2 NgS= 30
. _ GRID= 3 NZS: 30
G_lO= 4 N_S= 30
___ GRID= ....... [ ...... N_____._ ........................................
GRID= 2 N_S= 54
GRID= 3 NOS: 54
GRIC= I NOS= 104
' GRID= 2 N_S= 104
GRID= 3 N_S= 104
..... GRID= .....4 N_S= !09 ...............................
GRID= 5 N_S= 104
GRID= 6 N_S= I04
GRID= 7 N_S: 104
t GRID= 8 NgS= 104
r GRID= 9 NgS: 104




! ,_ • i ] _',,,C_)C[- 13 C.722500(;(:r 13
' - .' ",_ C(,'CE It C.120OOQOCk 12
_: ..... ):::(_0_ U3 0.5000COCOE 02
o ; _'-"Jr_()Ot-04 C.1OCCCOCCE-Ot,
' t" ;' nO00£ 03 O.1QC£,CCCOE O'_
", _ _ OO()02-CZo 0.667CCCCOE-04
£:Url'__'_, _ _S),ANC, 4 CAPAEITA_CE(S). ...........
CES .- 0.2400000OE 00, 0.5C000000E-04,




















































































































































','2 S = 104
















G.I9= 6S N_S= !04
G_IO= 66 NZS= 104
J,<ID= 67 NZS= 104
G_.ID= 68 NZS= i04
GRID= 71 NZS= 104
GRID= 72 NZS= 104
GglD: 73 N_S= 104
_R!D: 74 NZS= 104
GKID= 75 NOS= 104
GRID: 76 N_S= I04
GRID: 77 NgS= 104
GRID= 78 N_S= 104
GRID= 79 NOS= 104
GRID: 80 NZS: 104
GRID: 81 N_S = 104
GRID= 82 NCS= 104
GRID: 83 N_S= 104
GRID= 84 N_S= 104
GR!D= _3_ N_S= 104
GRID: 86 qDS = t04
GRID: 87 NOS= 104
GRID= 88 NZS= 104
GRID:
GRID=
GRID= 91 NOS= 104
GRID= 92 N_S= !0_ .............
















98 N_S = 104
99 N_S= 104
IOD Ng,_,= LQ_ ..............................................................................................
ICl NZS= 104
102 N_S = 104
103 NOS= 104
104 N_S = 104
ALL RZP.TS IN THE FOLL_.WI.NG SET LIE WITHIN THE PHYSICAL LIMITS SPECIFIED
R| I): 0.19999993E 04
R( 2)= 0.39999999E 04
R( 4)= 0.3CCO0000E 04
p R{ 5)= C.50CCO000E C3
_HMS L(1)= C.4999Sgg4E 02 HEhRIES
_HKS L| 2)= C.6OOOCO02E 02 HENRIES
_HMS L{ 4}= C.2999q9S9E 02 eE_RIES
CHMS
















tBR CAPACIT;_R C 4 IHk t C_,NPONLN1(S) ,ARE
O. 46c_£9(J99E 08
4 IS TI-US 0,4699S9c_9E 08 MICRgM[CR_FARADS
TR-292-6-078
September 1966
_R CAPACII'_;R C 3 II-iE 2 Cv3MP01'qENI{S) .ARE
O.5(_CCCCCOE 08
O.ICOCO000E 08
3 IS IFUS C.66OOCOCOE 08 MICRgMICR_FARADS
:£_R CAPACII[;R L Z |_t: 2 CCMFOTkEI4T{3} ARE
0.6_CCCOOCE 08
O. ISOCOCOOE 08
C 2 IS TFUS C.8300CCCOE 68 MICRSMICRgFARADS
'IF£_,RCAPACII#R C [ I14C
r






_Fy,]R INIDUCT(,_,R L 4 TIiE I COP, PilNENT(S) ARE
0.3CCC0000E 02
L 4 IS TFUS C._OOCCCCOE 62 HENRI_S, ANC
THE INDUCTIVE PART #F K 4 IS 0.300COCOCE 02 OHNS
F#R INCUCT_R L 3 THE I CONPgNENT|S) ARE
O._COCC000E 02
L 3 IS TFUS O.4OOCCCCCE 02 HENRIES, ANC
THE INDUCTIVE PART _F R 3 IS O.4COCCCOCE 02 OHNS
,_FOR INISUCTk_R L 2 THE 2 COMPgNENT{S) ARE
0.SCCC0C00E 02
O.ICCC0C0OE 02
L 2 IS TFUS C.6000CCCOE 02 IiENRIES, ANC
THE INDUCTIVE PART _F R 2 IS O.SIOCOCOCE 03 0HMS
E-14
I FI_R INDUCT#R L 1 [I,L I CONPI;NENTIS) ARE
O.bCO[()COCII 02
I l 13 If US C.hCOCCijL(!I (_2 HLNI<ILS, ANt;
il4[- [NDUCTIVI PA41 i:l K [ IS 0.5(:(SCO('OCC 02 _I_WS
TR-292-6-078
September 1966
FGR RESISTER R 5 TllL 2 COMPgNENTIS) ARE
0.4e4COCOOL 03
0.34_CCO00E 02
R 5 IS ThUS C.4g88CCCCE 03 ZHMS
FZR RESISTOR K 4 THE 2 COMP_NENTIS) ARE
O. 2c!TCCCOCm 04
O.gCgCOOOOE 02
WITH AN INDUCTIVE RESISTANCE OF C.3COCOCOOE 02 eHPS
R 4 IS ThUS C.ZqgCSCCOE C4 OHMS
F_R RESISI2q R 3 THE 2 C_#iPPNENTIS) ANE
0.422CCCOCE 04
0.237C0000E 03
WITH AN INCUCTIV[ I<LSISTANCE CF C.4COCOCOOE 02 _;HPS
R 3 IS ThUS C.4qV7CCCCE 04 _HMS
F_R _,LSIST3R 1,1 2 Tlit 2 CZMP_.NENTIS) ARE
0.3_33CCCCCE 04
O. t62COC006 03
WITH AN Ih, DUCIIVL R_:SI_.<TANCE OF C.5IOCOCOOE 03 _hPS
R 2 IS ThUS C.4502COCOE 04 ZbMS




WITH AN IhDUCFIVE RESISTANCE I_F
R i IS ThUS C.IqO2CCCCE 04 OHMS
C.SOOCOCOOE 02 IZHPS
E-15
THE NUV[_RATeR IS _F k_RI)ER
TR-292-6-078
September 1966
5. THE PZLYI,IgNIAL IN t)ESCENt)ING ZRC£R _EL_
O.B'_ 783_<;8L (',6
0.12 /86465L 12







































































































































































C. C I ? 91 C.
C.01546 C.
C. C [ 704 C.
C.CI_85 C.






C. C 38 31 C.
C.C423_ C.

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































_igure E-3. GAIN VERSUS FREQUENCY



























Figure E-I. AMPLITUDE VERSUS FREQUENCY



























Figure E-2. PHASE SHIFT VERSUS FREQUENCY





FILTER CIRCUIT WITH FIFTEEN UNKNOWNS
The circuit and its transfer function, from which the set of 16 equations
was derived, is shown in Figure F-I. The transfer function is shown in a
normalized form in equation (F-l). In order to obtain the true constants for
the equations, it was necessary to find the true values of No and D 7. The
remaining coefficients in the polynomial could then be found. After establish-
in-6
ment of the coefficients, the circuit was scaled by a factor of _v , __=
the constant terms by a factor of 10-42 , in order to prevent overflow on the
IBM 7094. The resulting transfer function is shown in equation (F-2).
The values of the circuit elements, as given in reference 18, are provided
in Tab|e F-l below. The equations themselves, derived during the course of the
study, are presented on the pages following Figure F-I.
Table F-I.















L( I ) 1400 h
L(2) 1200 h







































































Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6
EQUATION i (NO )
Fj (normalized) = 1.0










(scaled) = .839 x 10 -7
R6 R3
C4 C5 C2 C6 C3
R6 R4
C2 C3 C5 Cl C6
+ R2 R6
C5 Ci C6 C3 C4
+ R6 R4
Cl C6 C2 C4 C5
EQUATION 3 (N2)
R6 L2 R3
C2 C3 C5 C6
R6 R2 R4
C2 C# C5 C6
R6 R2 R4
C6 Cl C4 C5
Fj(normalized) = .144 x i0-I
F. (scaled) = .372 x 10 -8
J
+ L3 R6
Cl Cl C4 C5 C6
+ R6 R3 R4
C3 C5 C6 C3
+ R6 R2 R4
C2 C3 C5 C6
+ R6 Rl
C1 C2 C2 C5 C6
+ R6 R3 R_
C_ C6 Cl C4
F-3
R6 R4 R2
(22 C5 C6 C2
R6 R2
C1 C4 C5 C1 C6
R6 R1 L2
(:6 C3 C1 C6
L2 R4 R6 R4
C6 C3 C5
EQUATION 4 (N3)
F (normalized) = .385 x 10 -2
J
Fj (scaled) = .938 x 10-9
+ R2 L2 R4 R4
C5 C6 C3
+ R4 R3 R6
C2 C5 C6 C3
+ R6 R2 R3 R6
C o, C5 C1
+ R6 RI L:3




+ L3 R6 L.9
C6 C2 C4 C5
+ L1 R4 R6 R4
C5 C6 C5
+ R3 R3 R4 R6
C5 C6 C_
R6 L2 R4 R2 R4
C6 C5
R_ R3 R6
CI C6 C5 C2
R4 Rl R6 L2
C6 C5 C2
RA R2 R6 R3
C5 C3 C6
Fj (normal%zed) = .465 x 10 -4
Fj (scaled) = ,_18 x i0 -I0
+ L2 R6 LB R4
C4 C6 C5
+ L3 R} R6 L3
C5 CI C6
+ R6 L1 R4 R3
C2 C6 C5
+ R2 R6 L2 R4
C5 C3 C6
+ R6 LI R4 RI
C6 C5 CI
+ R1 R6 L3 R2
C4 C6 C5
EQUATION 6 (N5)
R6 L3 R3 R1
C6 C5 C2
L2 R3 R4 R6 L3
C6 C5
R6 R4 L2 L3
__ cz_.c5 c6
-5
F. (normalized) = .473 x i0
3
-ii
F. (scaled) = .115 x I0
3
+ R4 R6 R4 R2
C6 C5 C3
+ R4 L2 R4 R6
C4 C6 C5
+ LI R2 R6 L2 R4
C6 C5
+ LI L3 LI RI R6
C5 C6
F-4







(n9rmall_ed) := .251 x 10 -7
-14
(scaled) _ .639 x i0




+ R4 R2 L3 R6 LI
C5 C6
EQUATION 8 (N7)
F .(normalized) = .149 x I0 "8
F (S_=1=n_ - .363 x 10 -15
J
R6 R4 LI L2 L3
.......... C5 C6
EQUATION 9 (D7)
R4 L1 L3 R6 L2
C3 C3
L2 R4 L1 L3 R5
Cl C6
R6 L2 R4 L1 I..3
C3 C2
L1 L3 R5 L2 Ri+
C6 C3
R4 LI L3 R6 L2
Cl C6
R5 L2 R4 LI LB
C2 C6
F. (normalized) = .610 x 10 -7
F
J
(scaled) -- .179 x i0 "II
+ R5 L2 R4 L1 L3
CI C5
+ L3 R6 L2 R4 L1
C5 C2
+ R4 LI L3 R5 L2
C3 C5
+ L2 R4 L1 L3 R6
Cl C5
+ R5 L2 R4 LI L3
C3 C2
+ L1 L3 R6 L2 R#
C6 C2
+ R4 L1 L3 R5 L2
C1 C5
+ R6 L2 R4 L1 L3
El C6
+ L3 R5 L2 R4 LI
C5 C2




Fj (normalized) = .17 x 10-5
Fj (scaled) = .511 x i0 "I0
TR-292-6-078
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R5 L1 L2 L1 L3
C2 C5
L3 R2 R4 R5
Cl C_ C5
R4 L1 R5 L1 L3
.......... C3 C3
L2 L3 RI R4
C3 Ci C3
R4 R4 R6 L2 L2
CZ C6
LI LZ L3 L2 R1
C2 C5
I R1 R4 R5 L2
. C1 C5 C6
R6 L1 R5 L2 L2
C2 C5
L3 R3 R4 R6
Cl Cl C5
R6 R4 R6 L1 L3
C5 C3
L2 L3 L3 R3 R4
Cl C3
R3 R4 R5 LI L3
C2 C6
LI L2 L1 L3 R2
C2 C6
R2 R4 R6 LI
Cl C3 C3
R4 L1 R6 LI L3
......................C2 c6
L3 R2 R4 R5
C2 Ci C6
R4 R4 R5 LI L3
C4 C5
+ LI L2 L3 L3 R3
Cl C5
+ R3 R4 R5 LI
CI C4 C5
+ R6 LI L2 LI L3
C2 C5
+ L3 R2 R4 R6
Cl C5 C5
+ R4 LI R6 LI L3
C3 C3
+ L2 L3 R2 R4
C4 Cl C3
+ R2 R4 R5 LI L3
C2 C6
+ L1 L2 LI L3 RI
C2 C6
+ RI R4 R6 L2
Cl C5 C3
+ R5 LI R6 L2 L2
C2 C5
+ L3 R1 R4 R5
Cl Cl C5
+ R4 R4 R5 L2 L2
C6 C5
+ L2 L3 L2 R3 R4
Cl C3
+ R3 R4 R6 LI L3
C2 C4
+ L1 L2 LI L3 R3
C2 C6
+ R3 R4 R5 LI
Cl C3 C3
+ R5 LI R5 LI L3
C2 C6
+ L2 L3 RI R4
C} Cl C6
+ R4 R4 R5 L2 L2
C2 C5
+ LI L2 L3 L2 R3
C2 C5
+ R3 R4 R6 LI
Cl C4 C6
+ R5 L1 L2 L1 L3
C2 C5
+ L3 R3 R4 R5
Cl C5 C5
+ R5 R4 R5 LI L3
C5 C3
+ L2 L3 L3 R2 R4
Cl C3
÷ R2 R4 R6 LI L3
C2 C6
+ LI L2 Li L3 R2
C2 C6
+ R2 R4 R5 LI
CI ¢5 C3
+ R6 LI R5 LI L3
C2 C6
+ L3 RI R4 R6
C2 Cl C6
+ R4 R4 R6 L2 L2
C6 C5
+ L2 L3 L2 R1 R4
Cl C3
+ R1 R4 R5 L2 L2
C3 C6
+ LI L2 L2 L2 R3
C2 C6
F-6
EQUATION i0 (D6) (Concluded) TR-292-6-078
September 1966
L2 L3 L3 Rl R4
Cl CD
RI R4 R6 L2 L2
C3 C5
gl L2 L2 L2 Rl
C2 C6
R1 R4 R5 L2
Cl C4 C3
R4 LI R9 L2 L2
C3 C6
L3 R3 _4 R6
C2 CI C6
R4 R4 R6 LI L3
C6 C5
+ L3 R2 R4 R6
C2 C1 C6
+ R4 R4 R6 LI L3
C5 C5
+ L2 L3 L3 R2 R4
C1 C5
+ R2 R4 R5 LI L3
C3 C6
+ L1 L2 LI L3 R1
C2 C5
+ RI R4 R6 L2
Cl C5 C5
+ R4 L1 R6 L2 L2
CB C6
+ R3 R4 R6 LI
CI C4 C3
+ R8 L1 R6 LI L3
C2 C6
+ L3 R3 R4 R5
C2 C1 C6
+ R4 R4 R5 LI L3
C5 C5
+ L2 L3 L3 R2 R4
C I C5
+ R2 R4 R6 LI L3
C3 C6
_ F-7
R2 L2 R3 L2
¢3 C5 CI
L3 R6 L2 R4 R3
C5 C3
L1 R1 L2 R6
C6 C2 ¢2
LI R3 R6 R3
C4 C3 C1
L2 R4 L2 LI R4
C3 C3
R5 Rl÷ R1 L3
C4 C2 C2
LI R1 R6 R5
Cl C1 C5
R4 L3 R3 L2
C3 C5 Cl
L3 R6 L1 R4 RI
C5 C3
LI R1 L3 R4
C6 C1 C2
L2 R2 R5 R3
C4 C3 C1
L3 R5 LI L1 R2
C3 C5
R4 R4 RI L3
C4 C2 C2
L2 R4 R5 R6
C2 C1 C6
R3 L2 R3 LI
C3 C6 C1
L2 R4 L2 R4 R3
C6 C5






(normalized) = .125 x 10-3
(scaled) :-: .369 x I0-8
+ R4 R4 RI L3
C5 C2 C2
+ L2 R4 R6 R5
Cl CI C5
+ R3 L2 R3 L2
C3 C5 CI
+ L2 R4 L2 R# R3
C5 C3
+ LI R2 L2 R5
C6 C1 C2
+ L1 R4 R5 R3
C4 C3 E1
+ L2 R4 L2 L2 R4
C3 C5
+ R6 R4 R2 L3
C4 C2 C2
+ LI R3 R5 R6
C1 C1 C5
+ R1 L2 R2 L1
fi3 C6 fil
+ L3 R4 L3 R4 R2
C6 C5
+ LI R_ L3 R5
C6 C1 C2
+ LI R1 R6 R2
C4 C5 C1
+ L3 R6 L3 L1 R2
C3 C5
+ R4 R4 R1 L3
C4 C2 C2
+ LZ R2 R6 R5
C2 Cl C6




+ L1 R4 R5 R2
C4 C3 C1
+ L3 R6 1.3 L1 R1
C3 C3
+ R4. R4 R,], L3
C5 C2 C2
+ LZ R2 R5 R6
CZ C1 C5
+ R4 L3 R3 L2
C3 C5 C1
+ L3 R5 LZ R4 RZ
C5 C3
+ L2 R2 L3 R6
C6 C1 C2
+ L1 R4 R6 R3
C4 C3 C1
+ L2 R# L1 L2 R2
C3 C5
+ R4 R4 R2 L3
C4 C2 C2
+ LI R4 R6 R5
C1 C1 C6
+ R2 L2 R2 L1
C3 C6 C1
+ L3 R4 L3 R4 R2
¢6 ¢5
+ L1 RI L3 R6
C6 C1 C2
+ LI R3 R5 R2
C4 C5 Cl
+ L2 R4 L3 LI R3
C3 C5
+ R5 R4 R1 L2
C5 C2 C2
F-8




LI R4 RO R3
C4 C5 CI
L2 R4 L2 LI R_
C3 C5
R6 R4 RI L2
C5 C2 C2
LI R3 R6 R5
C2 C1 C6
RI L2 R3 L1
C4 C6 C1
L3 R4 L1 R4 Rl
C5 C5
LI RI L3 R5
C6 C1 C3
L1 R1 R5 R3
C4 C5 Cl
L3 R6 LI LI R1
C5 C6
R4 R4 R1 L3
C5 C3 C2
L1 R2 R5 R6
C3 Cl C6
R4 L3 R3 L2
C_ C5 C1
L3 R5 L2 R4 R3
C5 C5
L2 RI L2 R6
C6 Cl C3
LZ R4 R6 R3
C4 C6 C l
L2 R4 L2 LI R1
C5 C6
R4 R4 RI L3
C6 C4 C2
L I R4 R6 R5
C3 C2 C6
+ L3 R5 L2 R4 R3
C6 C5
+ L2 R2 L2 R5
C6 C1 C2
+ L1 R4 R5 R3
C4 C5 Cl
+ L2 R4 L2 L2 R3
C3 C6
+ R4 R4 R2 L2
C5 C3 C2
+ LI R4 R5 R6
C2 Cl C6
+ R2 L2 R2 L2
C4 C5 Cl
+ L3 R4 L3 R4 R2
C5 C5
+ L1 R1 L3 R6
C6 E1 C3
+ L1 R3 R6 R2
C4 C6 Cl
+ L2 R4 L3 Ll R4
C5 C6
+ R5 R4 RI L3
C6 C3 C2
+ LI RI R6 R5
C3 El C6
+ R4 L3 R3 L2
C4 C5 El
+ L3 R6 L2 R4 R}
C5 C5
+ LI R2 L2 R4
C6 Cl C3
+ L2 R2 R5 RB
C5 C6 El
+ L3 R5 L2 L2 L1
C5 C3
+ LI RI R5 R6
C2 CI C6
+ R4 L3 R3 L1
C4 C6 C1
+ L_ R6 L1 R4 R1
C6 C5
+ L1 R2 L3 R6
C6 El C2
+ L2 R2 R6 R3
C4 C5 C l
+ L3 R5 L1 L2 R1
C3 C6
+ R4 R4 R2 L3
C5 C3 C2
+ L2 R4 R6 R5
C3 Cl C6
+ R3 L2 R2 L2
C4 C5 E1
+ L2 R4 L3 R4 R2
C5 C5
+ L1 R1 L3 R5
C6 CI C3
+ L1 R4 R5 R2
C4 C6 Cl
+ L2 R4 L3 L1 R4
C5 C6
+ R6 R4 Rl L3
C6 C3 C2
+ LI R3 R5 R6
C3 Cl C6
+ R1 L2 R3 L2
C4. C5 Cl
+ L3 R4 LI R4 RI
C6 C5
+ LI R2 L3 L2
C6 Cl C3
F-9
EQUATION II (Ds) (Concluded)
TR-292-6-078
September 1966
R2 L2 R3 L3
C4 C5 CI
L3 R4 LI R4 RI
C6 C3
LI RI L3 L2
C6 Ci C5
.L1 R3 R5 R3
C5 C6 C2
L2 R4 L1 L1 LI
C5 C3
R_ R4 _l
C4 C4 C3 CI
Ll Rl R5 R6
C2 C2 C5
R4 L3 R3 L3
C3 C6 Cl
L3 R6 L2 R4 R2
C6 C4
R4 RI L3 L2
C6 C2 C5
L2 R2 R6 R3
Cl C5 C2
L3 R3 L2 L1 L1
C5 C3
R5 L1 R4 Rl
C4 C3 Cl
L2 R1 R6 R5
C2 C2 C5
R4 R5 R3 L3
C3 C6 Cl
L3 R4 LI L1 R3
C3 C5
R4 RI L2 L2
C5 C2 C2
L2 R4 R5 R6
Cl C5 C4
+ R4 R4 R2
C6 C_ C2 CI
+ L2 R4 R5 R6
C2 C2 C4
+ R3 L2 R2 L3
C4 C6 Cl
+ L2 R4 L3 R4 R4
C6 C3
+ LI RI L3 L2
C6 C2 C5
+ L2 R4 R6 R2
C5 C5 C2
+ L2 R4 L3 LI Ll
C5 C3
+ R5 R4 RI
C4 C4 C3 Cl
+ LI R2 R6 R5
C2 C2 C6
+ R4 R5 R3 L3
C3 C6 Cl
+ L3 R4 L2 R4 R2
C3 C5
+ R4 R2 L3 L2
C6 C2 C5
+ LI RI R5 R3
Cl C5 C3
+ L3 R2 L2 L1Ll
C3 C5
+ R6 L3 R4 R2
C4 C3 Cl
+ L1 R1 L3 R6
C2 C2 C6
+ R4 R6 R2 L3
C4 C3 CI
+ L3 R5 L3 LI RI
C3 C5
+ L1 R1 R6 R3
C5 C6 C2
+ L3 R6 LI L2 LI
C5 C3
+ R4 R4 R2
C6 C4 C2 Ci
+ L1 R2 R6 R5
C2 C2 C6
+ R1 L3 R2 L3
C3 C6 CI
+ L3 R5 L3 R4 R4
C6 C4
+ L2 R1 L3 L2
C6 C2 C5
+ L2 R4 R5 R2
C5 C5 C2
+ L2 R3 L3 Ll Ll
C5 C3
+ R6 LI R4 RI
C4 C] Cl
+ L1 R2 R5 R6
C2 C2 C6
+ R4 R6 R3 L3
C3 C6 Cl
+ L3 R4 LI R4 R3
C3 C4
+ R4 R2 L2 L2
C5 C2 C5
+ LI R3 R6 R5
Cl C5 C3
+ L2 R2 LI LI
C3 C5 CI
+ R5 L3 R4 R2
C5 C3 Cl
+ LI RI L3 R5
C2 C2 C6
F-10
R4 L2 R3 L3
(;5 £6 C2
R4 R5 R3
C2 (5 £1 C5
R5 R2 I..1
..... C5 C3 C5 Cl
L3 R3 L1 R4
C4 C5 C2
L1 R4 L2 R5
C4 C3 Cl
LI R6 R1
C6 C2 C4 C l
R4 R2 L2 L1
C3 C2 C6
R4 LI R2 L3
C3 C6 C2
R4 R6 R2
C2 C5 Cl C3
R5 Rl L1
C6 CI C5 Cl
L2 R1 L3 R4
C4 C5 C2
L2 RZ_ L3 RI
C4 C5 Cl
L1 R5 R3
C4 C2 C4 Cl
R4 RI L2 LI
C3 C2 C6
R4 L3 R3 L3
C3 C6 C2
R4 R4 R5
C2 C5 Cl C3
R4 R2 L2






(normalized) = .163 x 10 -2
(scaled) = .455 x 10 -7
+ LI R6 R2
C6 C2 C3 Cl
+ R5 RI L3 LI
C3 C2 C6
+ R4 L2 R3 L3
C5 C6 C2
+ R4 R6 R5
C2 C5 Cl C3
+ R6 R2 LI
C5 C3 C5 Cl
+ L3 R1 Ll R3
C4 C5 C2
+ L2 R3 L2 R6
C5 C3 Cl
+ L2 R5 RI
C4 C2 C4 C l
+ R5 R2 L2 LI
C3 C2 C6
+ Rk L1 R2 L2
C3 C6 C2
+ R4 R5 RI
Cl C5 Cl C3
+ R6 RI L2
C6 Cl C5 Cl
+ L3 R2 L2 R4
C4 C5 C2
+ LI R2 L2 R5
C4 C5 Cl
+ L1 R6 R1
C4 C2 C4 Cl
+ R5 RI L3 LI
C3 C2 C5





+ L3 R3 L2 R4
C4 C4 C3
+ LI R4 L2 R2
C4 C3 Cl
+ L2 R5 R2
C6 C2 C4 Cl
+ R6 RI L3 LI
C3 C2 C6
+ R4 L2 R3 L3
C5 C6 C2
+ R3 R5 R6
C2 C5 Cl C3
+ R4 RILI
C6 Cl C5 Cl
+ L3 R1 L3 R3
C4 C5 C2
+ L2 R4 L3 R3
C5 C5 Cl
+ LI R6 R3
C4 C2 C4 Cl
+ R6 R2 L2 L2
C3 C2 C6
+ R4 LI R3 L3
C3 C6 C2
+ R3 R6 R3
Cl C5 Cl C3
+ R4 Rl LI
C6 C1 C5 Cl
+ L2 R2 L2 R2
C4 C6 C2
+ L1 R3 L2 R5
C4 C5 Cl
+ LI R5 RI
C4 C2 C4 C1
EQUATION 12 (D4) (Continued)
TR-292-6-078
September 1966
L3 R2 LI R3
C4 C6 C2
LI R_ L2 R6
C4 C5 Cl
Ll R6 R2
C4 C2 C4 Cl
R4 RILI LI
C4 C2 C5
R4 L2 R2 L3
C3 C6 C2
R3 R5 RI
C3 C6 C1 C3
R4 RI L2
C6 Cl C5 C1
L2 R1 L3 R3
C4 C6 C2
L2 R4 L2 R5
C5 C6 C1
L2 R5 R1
C5 C2 C4 C1
R6 R2 L3 LI
C4 C2 C6
R1 gl R3 L3
C4 C5 C3
L3 R3 R6 R6
C6 Cl C5
R4 R2 LI
C6 C1 C3 C1
R5 R2 LI R4
C4 C5 C2
LI R3 L3 R3
C3 C6 C2
R4 R6 R2
C5 C3 C4 C1
R6 RI L3 LI
CI C2 C6
+ R4 R4 R6
C2 C6 El C3
+ R5 R2 LI
C6 C1 C5 Cl
+ L2 RI LI R3
C4 C6 C2
+ L3 R4 L3 R6
C5 C5 C1
+ LI R5 R2
C4 C2 C4 C1
+ R4 R2 L1 L2
C4 C2 C5
+ R4 LI R2 L3
C4 C6 C2
+ R4 R6 R3
C2 C6 C1 C5
+ R5 RI L2
C6 C1 C5 C1
+ L3 RI L2 R4
C4 C5 C2
+ L2 R4 L2 R6
C5 C6 C2
+ R2 R6 R1
C5 C2 C4 CI
+ R4 RI L3 LI
Cl C2 C6
+ RI L3 R3 L3
C4 C5 C3
+ L3 R4 R5 R2
C6 C1 C5
+ R4 R2 LI
C6 Cl C3 Cl
+ R6 R2 LI R4
C4 C5 C2
+ LI R4 L3 RI
C3 C6 C2
+ R6 R1 L2 L1
C3 C2 C5
+ R4 L2 R3 L3
C3 C6 C2
+ R2 R4 R2
C3 C6 C1 C3
+ R6 RI L2
C6 Cl C5 El
+ L3 RI L3 R3
C4 C6 C2
+ L2 R3 L3 RI
C5 C6 C1
+ L1 R6 R2
C5 C2 C4 Cl
+ R5 R2 Ll L1
C4 C2 C6
+ R4 LI R3 L3
C4 C6 C3
+ R4 R5 R5
C2 C6 C1 C5
+ R6 RI L2
C6 El C3 CI
+ R_ R2 L2 R4
C4 C5 C2
+ LI R2 L2 R2
C3 C6 C2
+ R4 R5 R2
C5 C2 C4 Cl
+ R5 RI L3 LI
El C2 C6
+ RI L2 R3 L2
C4 C5 C3
+ L3 R4 R6 R4
C5 Cl C5
+ R5 RI R2
C8 CI C3 Cl
F-12
R1 L2 R2 R3
C4 C5 C3
L2 R2 R5 R1
C5 ¢1Cl
R6 R1 R2
C6 Cl C3 Cl
R4 RI L2 R4 R6
....... C4 C5
L2 R3 L3 RI
C3 C5 C2
R4 R5 R3 R4
C6 C3 C4
R5 R2 L2 L1
C1 C3 C5
R3 L1 R4 R3
C4 C5 C4
L1 R4 R6 R4
C5 C1CI
R6 R1 R2
C6 C1 C3 C1
R4 R2 L3 R2 R5
C4 C6
LI R2 L2 R1
C3 C5 C2
R4 R6 RI R4
C6 E3 C5
R5 RI L2 L1
C2 C3 C6
RI L2 R4 R3
C4 C6 C4
L3 R4 R5 R2
C6 C1 C2
R5 R] R2
C6 Cl C5 Cl
R4 R1 L2 R4 R6
C5 C6
EQUATION 12 (D4) (Continued)
+ R3 R5 R3 R4
C5 C3 C4
+ R4 RI L1 L2
Cl C3 C3
+ R2 L2 R3 R3
C4 C5 C3
+ L1 R3 R6 R4
C5 Cl C1
+ R4 R2 R2
C6 Cl C3 Cl
+ R5 R1 L3 R4 R5
C4 C5
+ L2 R4 L2 Rl
C3 C5 C2
+ R4 R5 R3 R4
C6 C3 C5
+ R6 R2 L2 L1
Cl C3 C5
+ R1 L1 R2 R3
C4 C5 C4
+ L3 R3 R4 R5
C5 Cl Cl
+ R4 Rl R2
C6 Cl C5 Cl
+ R5 R2 L2 R3 R6
C4 C6
+ LI R3 L2 RI
C3 C5 C2
+ R4 R6 R2 R4
C6 C4 C5
+ R6 Rl L3 LI
C2 C3 C3
+ RI L2 R4 R3
C4 C6 C4




+ R4 RI L3 R4 R5
C4 C5
+ L3 R4 L3 R1
C3 C5 C2
+ R3 R5 R3 R4
C5 C3 C4
+ R4 R2 L1 L2
Cl C3 C3
+ R3 L1 R4 R3
C4 C5 C3
+ L1 R4 R5 R3
C5 Cl Cl
+ R5 R3 R2
C6 Cl C3 Cl
+ R6 Rl L2 R4 R6
C4 C6
+ L2 R4 L2 R1
C3 C5 C2
+ R2 R6 R1 R4
C6 C3 C5
+ R4 R1 L3 L1
C2 C3 C6
+ R1 L3 R3 R3
C4 C6 C4
+ L3 R4 R4 R6
C5 Cl Cl
+ R4 R2 R2
C6 Cl C5 Cl
+ R6 R2 L3 R4 R5
C5 C6
+ LI R4 L3 RI
C3 C5 C2
+ R_ R6 R3 R4
C6 C4 C5
+ R4 RI L2 L2
C2 C_ C3
F-13
EQUATION 12 (D4) (Continued)
TR-292-6-078
September 1966
L3 R4 L3 R1
C3 C5 C2
R3 R5 R2 R4
C6 C4 C5
R4 R2 L3 L2
C2 C3 C5
R3 LI R4 R3
C3 C6 C4
LI R4 R6 R2
C6 Cl C2
R5 R2 R2
C6 C2 C5 Cl
R6 R1 L1 R3 R5
C5 C6
L2 R4 L3 R1
C3 C5 C2
R2 R6 R3 R4
C6 C4 C5
R_ R1LI
C3 C3 Cl C6
RI L3 R4 R3
C3 C_ C3
L3 R4 L2 R6
C6 C1 C3
R5 R1 R2
C6 C2 C3 Cl
R6 R2 L3 LI R6
C2 C6
L1 R2 L2 RI
C5 C5 C2
R3 R5 R2 R4
C4 Cl C5
R4 RI L2
C3 C5 Cl C6
R2 L2 R2 R3
C3 C4 C3
+ R6 R2 R2
C6 El E5 Cl
+ R4 R1 L1 R4 R5
C5 C6
+ L2 R_ L3 R1
C3 C5 C2
+ R4 R5 R3 R4
C4 C4 C5
+ R5 R2 L3 L1
C2 C3 C5
+ R3 L1 R3 R3
C3 C6 C3
+ LI R4 R4 R4
C6 Cl C2
+ R6 R3 R2
C6 C2 C5 Cl
+ R4 R2 L1 L1 R6
C5 C6
+ LI R2 L3 RI
C5 C5 C2
+ R4 R5 R5 R4
C4 C4 C5
+ R5 RILI
C3 C3 Cl C5
+ RI L3 R4 R3
C3 C4 C3
+ L3 R4 L2 R3
C3 C1 C3
+ R6 R1 R2
C6 C2 C3 Cl
+ R4 R1 L3 LI R5
C2 C6
+ L3 R3 L3 R1
C5 C6 C2
+ R3 R6 RI R4
C4 Cl C5
+ R2 L2 R3 R3
C4 C6 C4
+ L1 R3 R6 R4
C6 C1 C2
+ 'R4 R3 R2
C6 C2 Cfi Cl
+ R5 R1 L1 R4 R6
Cfi C6
+ L2 R4 L3 RI
CD E5 C2
+ R4 R6 R2 R4
C4 C4 C5
+ R6 R2 LI LI
C2 C3 C6
+ RILI R4 R3
C3 C6 C3
+ L3 R3 L2 R5
C6 Cl C2
+ R4 RI R2
C6 C2 C3 Cl
+ R5 R2 LB LI R5
C5 C6
+ LI R2 L3 RI
C5 C5 C2
+ R4 R6 R6 R4
C4 Cl C5
+ R6 RILI
CB C3 C1 C5
+ R1LB R2 R3
C3 C4 C3
+ L2 R2 L3 RI
C3 CI C5
+ R5 R1 R2
C6 C2 C3 C1
+ R4 RI L3 L2 R6
C2 C6
F-14
EQUATION12 (D4) (Concluded) TR-292-6-078
September 1966
LI R3 L3 R#
C3 Cl C5
+ R4 R1 L2
C3 C5 Cl C6
F-15
RI Rt+ L3 R6
C5 C5 C4
R4 R4 R5 R1
C6 C3 C3
R4 R6 R3
¢4 C3 C4 C2
R4 R3 R4
C3 C2 Cl C6
R2 R1 L3
C3 C2 Cl C5
R2 R1 L1
C2 Cl C6 C5
nl R4 L2 R5
Cl C6 C4
R1 R4 L2 R6
C6 C5 C2
R4 R4 R6 R3
C6 C3 C3
R4 R3 R3
C5 C5 C4 Ci
R4 R3 R4
C5 C2 Cl C5
R2 R1 L3
C4 C2 C l C5
R2 R2 L2
C3 CI C6 C3
RI L3 R5
Cl Cl C4 C4
R1 R4 LI R6
C6 C5 C2
R4 LI R4 RI
C3 C3 C3
R4 R6 RI
C6 C4 C4 Cl
EQUATION 13 (D3)
Fj (normalized) - .237 x I0"I
F (scaled) = .676 x 10-6
J
+ R2 R2 L I
C2 Cl C6 C5
+ RI R5 LI R4
Cl C6 C4
+ RI R5 LI R4
C5 C5 C4
+ R5 R4 R5 R2
C6 C3 C3
+ R4' R3 R4
C4 C3 C4 C2
+ R4 R2 RI
C3 C2 Cl C6
+ R2 R1 L3
C3 C2 C l C5
+ R2 R2 L1
C3 CI C6 C3
+ R1 R5 L1 R5
Cl C4 C4
+ RI R5 L1 R4
C6 C5 C2
+ R5 R4 R6 R2
C6 C3 C3
+ R4 R5 R4
C5 C5 C4 CI
+ R4 R4 RI
C5 C2 Cl C5
+ R2 R2 L2
C4 C3 Cl C5
+ R2 R3 L2
Cl C1 C6 C3
+ R1 L1 R6
Cl Cl C4 C4





+ R3 R3 R2
C3 C2 Cl C6
+ R2 R3 L3
CB C2 Cl C5
+ R2 R2 LI
C2 Cl C6 C5
+ RI R6 L2 R4
C l C6 C4
+ RI R6 L2 R5
C5 C5 C4
+ Rb R3 R6 RI
C6 C3 C3
+ R3 R3 R4
C4 C5 C4 Cl
+ R3 R3 R2
C5 C2 C1 C5
+ R2 R2 L1
C4 C2 Cl C5
+ R2 R2 L2
C3 Cl C6 C3
+ R1 R6 L2 R5
CI C4 C4
+ R1 R6 L2 R5
C6 C5 C2
+ R6 LI R2 R3
C6 C3 C3
+ R3 R5 R4
C5 C4 C4 Cl
+ R3 R4 R2
C2 C2 CI C5
+ R2 RI L3
C4 C3 Cl C5
+ R2 R4 L3
Cl Cl C6 C3





C2 C2 Cl C5
R2 R2 L1
......... Ch C3 C1 C5
R2 R4 L3
Cl Cl C6 C3
RI L2 R6
C! Cl C4 C4
RI R4 L3 R4
C6 C5 C2
R4 L2 R2 R3
_5 C3 C3
R4 R3 R1




C3 C3 CI C6
R2 R2 L3
CI CI C6 C5
RI L3 R3
C2 C2 C5 C5
RI R4 L2 R5
C6 C5 C2
R4 L1 R3 R2
C6 C4 C3
R4 R5 R4
C5 C4 C3 Ci
R4 R5 R3
C2 C2 C2 C6
R2 RI L2




C2 C2 C5 C5
+ R5 LI R4 RB
C3 C3 C3
+ R4 R6 RI
C6 C4 C4 CI
+ R4 R6 R I
C2 C2 Cl C5
+ R2 RI L3
C4 C_ Cl C5
+ R2 RZ L3
C1 CI C6 C3
+ RI LB R6
C2 C1 C4 C4
+ R1 R5 L.2 R4
C6 C5 C2
+ R5 L3 R5 R1
C5 C4 C3
+ R4 R3 R2
C4 C4 C3 C1
+ R4 R4 RI
C2 C2 C2 C6
+ R2 R1 L2
C3 C3 C1 C6
+ R2 R3 L3
CI C1 C6 C5
+ R1 LI R5
C2 C2 C5 C5
+ RI R5 LI R6
C6 C5 C2
+ R5 LI R5 R3
C6 C4 C3
+ R4 R6 R3
C5 C4 C3 C1
+ R4 R6 R3
C2 C2 C2 C6
+ R2 R2 LB
C4 CB C I C6
+ RI L3 R6
CI Cl C4 C4
+ RI R6 LI R4
C6 C5 C2
+ R6 LI R4 R2
C3 C3 C3
+ R3 R2 R2
C6 C4 C4 Cl
+ R3 R4 RI
C2 C2 CI C5
+ R2 RZ L2
C_ C3 C1 C5
+ R2 RI L3
Cl Cl C6 C3
+ RI L3 R2
C2 CI C5 C5
+ RI R6 LI R4
C6 C5 C2
+ R6 LI R6 RI
C5 C4 C3
+ R3 R5 R4
C4 C4 C3 C1
+ R3 R4 R2
C2 C2 C2 C6
+ R2 R2 L3
C4 C3 Cl C6
+ R2 R4 L3
C1Cl C6 C5
+ RILI R5
C2 C2 C5 C5
+ R1 R6 L2 R4
C6 C5 C2
+ R6 LI R6 R2
C6 C4 C3
+ R3 R6 R3
C5 C4 C3 Cl
F-17
EQUATION13 (D3) (Continued) TR-292-6-078September 1966
R1 R5 L1 R4
C6 C5 C2
R4 L2 R4 R3
C5 C4 C3
R3 R2 R3
C6 ¢4 C3 C1
R4 R4 R4
C3 C2 C2 C6
R3 R1 L1




C2 £3 C6 £4
R1 R6 L1 R5
C6 C5 C3
R4 L1 R3 L2
C5 C4 C3
R4 R5 R4
C5 C5 C3 £2
R4 R5 R3
C3 C2 C2 C5
R3 R2
C_ C4 Cl C5 C1
R2 R4 L1
Ci CI C6 C5
R1 L3 L3
C3 C3 C6 C4
R1 R5 L2 R6
C6 C5 C3
R4 L2 R4 LI
C6 C4 C3
R4 R6 R1
C6 C5 C3 C2
R4 R4 R1
C5 C2 C2 C6
+ R2 R1 L2
C1 CI C6 C5
+ R1 L3 R6
C2 C2 C5 C5
+ R1 R6 L3 R4
C6 C5 C2
+ R5 L3 R5 R2
C5 C4 C3
+ R4 R3 R3
C6 C4 C3 Cl
+ R4 R4 R4
C3 C2 C2 C6
+ R3 R2
C4 C4 Cl C5 Cl
+ R2 R3 L1
Cl Cl C6 C4
+ R1 L2 L3
C3 C3 C6 C4
+ R1 R5 L2 R5
C6 C5 C3
+ R5 L1 R4 L1
C5 C4 C3
+ R4 R5 R4
C5 C5 C3 C2
+ R4 R6 R1
C3 C2 C2 C6
+ R2 R1
C4 C4 Cl C5 Cl
+ R2 R1 L2
Cl Cl C6 C5
+ R2 LI L2
C4 C3 C6 C4
+ RI R5 LI R4
C6 C5 C4
+ R5 L3 R3 L2
C6 C4 C3
+ R3 R4 R2
C3 C2 C2 C6
+ R2 RI L2
C4 C3 Cl C6
+ R2 RILI
Cl Cl C6 C5
+ R2 L3 R3
C2 C2 C5 C4
+ R1 R5 L2 R4
C6 C5 C2
+ R6 LI R6 LI
C5 C4 C3
+ R4 R3 R4
C6 C5 C3 C2
+ R3 R4 RI
C3 C2 C2 C5
+ R3 R1
C_ C4 Cl C5 Cl
+ R2 R4 L2
Cl Cl C6 C4
+ RI L2 L3
C3 C3 C6 C4
+ RI R6 LI R6
C6 C5 C3
+ R6 LI R4 L2
C5 C4 C3
+ R9 R6 R4
C5 C5 C3 C2
+ R3 R4 R3
C5 C2 C2 C6
+ R3 R2
C5 C4 Cl C5 Cl
+ R2 RI L3
CI CI C6 C5
+ RI L2 L3
C4 C3 C6 C4
F-18
R2 R1
C5 C4 C1 C5 C1
R2 RI L3
C1 C1 C5 C9
R2 L2 1.2
C4 C1 C6 C4
R1 R6 L2 R4
..... C6 C4 C4
R4 L1 R6 L1
rA r_ r 4
R3 R3 R3
C6 C3 C3 C3
R4 R5 R2
C5 C4 C2 C6
R3 R3
C3 C2 C1 C6 C1
R2 R3 L2
C2 C1 C5 C4
RI LI L3
C1Cl C6 C5
R1 R6 L2 R6
C6 C4 C3
EQUATION 13 (D3) (Concluded)
+ R3 R2 R2
C6 C5 C3 C2
+ R4 R2 RI
C5 C2 C2 CO
+ R3 RI
C5 C2 C1 C5 CI
+ R2 R2 L2
C1 C1 C5 C5
+ RI L2 L3
C1 c] C6 C5
+ RI R4 LI R4
C6 C4 C4
+ R5 L3 R3 LI
C6 C5 C4
+ R4 R4 R4
C6 C3 C3 C2
+ R4 R5 R2
C3 C4 C2 C6
+ R3 R1
C3 C2 C1 C6 C1
+ R2 R1 L2
C2 CI C5 C4
TR-292-6-078
September 1966
+ RI R6 L3 R4
C6 C4 C4
+ R6 L3 R5 LI
C6 C4 C3
+ R4 R3 RI
C6 C3 C3 C2
+ R3 R3 RI
C5 C4 C2 C6
+ R2 R2
C3 C2 CI C6 C1
+ R2 R1 L2
CI CI C5 C5
+ RILI L2
CI CI C6 C5
+ RI R5 L2 R5
C6 C4 C3
+ R6 LI R5 LI
C5 C5 C4
+ R4 R5 R4
C8 C3 C3 C2
+ R_ R6 R2
C3 C4 C2 C6
F-19
R1 R2 R6
C1 C3 C5 C5
R1 L1
C1 C2 C4 C6 C1
R1 R4 R6
C6 C1 C4 C5
R4 R5 13
C'1 C3 C5 C5
R2 R3 R5
C4 C5 C3 C3
R4 R6 R5
CI C3 C3 C6
RI R3
C3 C4 C5 C1 C2
RZ R2 R3
C2 C2 C5 C6
R2 L2
C1 C2 C5 C5 C1
RI R2 R6
C6 C1 C4 C5
R4 RILI
CI C4 C4 C5
R1 R3 R3
C4 C6 C3 C3
R3 R6 R3
C1 C3 C5 C6
R2 R3
C3 C4 C6 C1 C2
R1 R2 R6
C2 C2 C5 C6
R2 L3
C2 C2 C5 C5 C1
RI R3 R6
C6 Cl C4 C5
EQUATION 14 (D2)
F (normalized) = .137
J
Fj (scaled)-= .395 x I0 "5
+ R2 R3 R1
Cl C3 C5 C6
+ R3 R3
C3 C4 C5 (i C2
+ RI R2 R6
Cl C2 C5 C6
+ R2 LI
CI C2 C4 C6 Cl
+ R I R4 R4
C6 C1 C4 C5
+ R5 R6 L3
Cl C3 C4 C5
+ RI R4 R6
C4 C5 C3 C3
+ R4 R3 R6
Cl C3 C3 C6
+ R1 R3
C3 C4 C6 Cl C2
+ RI R2 R4
C2 C2 C5 C6
+ RI L3
C2 C2 C5 C5 C1
+ RI R2 R4
C6 Cl C4 C5
+ R4 R4 L2
Cl C4 C4 C6
+ RI R4 R5
C4 C6 C3 C3
+ R4 R3 RI
Cl C3 C5 C6
+ R2 R3
C3 C3 C6 CI C2
+ RI R3 R4
C2 C2 C5 C6
TR-292-6-078
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+ R4 R4 L3
CI C3 C5 C6
+ R I R4 R5
C4 C5 C3 C3
+ R3 R5 R2
Cl C3 C3 C6
+ R1 R3
C3 C4 C5 C1 C2
+ RZ R2 R6
C2 C2 C5 C6
+ RILI
Cl C2 C4 C5 Cl
+ R1 R2 R5
C6 Cl C_ C5
+ R6 R1 L3
Cl C4 C4 C5
+ RI R4 R6
C4 C6 C3 C3
+ R2 R5 R3
Cl C3 C3 C6
+ R2 R2
C3 C4 C6 CI C2
+ RI R2 R5
C2 C2 C5 C6
+ R2 L2
C2 C2 C5 C5 Cl
+ RI R2 R5
C6 CI C4 C5
+ R5 R4 L2
CI C4 C4 C6
+ R2 R4 R6
C4 C6 C3 C4
+ R4 R5 R3
CI C3 C5 C6
Fq20
EQUATION14 (D2) (Continued) TR-292-6-078September1966
R6 R3 L2
C1 C4 C4 C6
R2 R2
.C4. C_ C1, C2 C4
R2 R6 R5
C1 C4 C4 C5
R2 LI
C4 c3 c6 c1 c2
RI R2 R6
C2 C3 C4 C6
R5 LI
C3 C3 C5 C6 C1
RI R2 R5
C6 C2 C3 C5
R5 R5 LI
C1 C3 C5 C6
R1 R4
C5 C5 CI C2 C4
R4 R4 R2
C1 C4 C4 C5
R1 L2
C4 C4 C6 C1 C2
RI R2 R5
C2 C3 C4 C6
RI L2
Cl C3 C5 C6 C2
RI R3 R_
C4 C2 C3 C5
R5 RI L2
CI C3 C5 C6
R2 R4
C3 C5 C1 C2 C4
R2 R5 R4
El C3 C5 C5
R3 LI
C2 C4 C6 C1 C3
+ R2 LI
C2 C2 C5 C5 C1
+ R I R4 R4
C6 C2 C3 C5
+ R4 R3 L2
CI. C4 C5 C6
+ R2 R3
C5 C6 CI C2 C4
+ R3 R3 R6
#'1 rs, /_S, r_
+ R2 L1
C4 C4 C6 CI C2
+ RI R_ R3
C2 C3 C4 C6
+ R6 L2
C3 C3 C5 C6 C1
+ R2 R3 R6
C6 C2 C3 C5
+ R6 R6 L3
Cl C3 C5 C6
+ RI R3
C5 C5 Cl C2 C4
+ R2 R5 R4
Cl C] C# C5
+ R2 L3
C2 C4 C6 C1 C3
+ RI R4 R6
C2 C3 C4 C6
+ R2 L3
Cl C3 C5 C6 C2
+ R2 R3 R5
C4 C3 C3 C5
+ R6 R2 L3
Cl C3 C5 C6
+ R3 R4
C3 C5 Cl C2 C4
+ RI LI
C3, C3 C6 Cl C2
+ RI R_ R5
C2 C3 C4 C6
+ R3 L2
C3 C2 C5 C6 CI
+ RI R4 R4
C6 C2 C3 C5
+ R4 R5 L2
C1 C4 C5 C6
+ RI R4
C5 C5 C1 C2 C4
+ R4 R4 R2
Cl C4 C4 C5
+ R2 LI
C4 C4 C6 Cl (2
+ RI R3 R4
C2 C3 C4 C6
+ R1 L1
C3 C3 C5 C6 Cl
+ RI R3 R4
C6 C2 C3 C5
+ RB R6 LI
Cl C3 C5 C6
+ RI R3
C_ C5 Cl C2 C4
+ R2 R5 R4
CI C3 C4 C5
+ R3 LI
C2 C4 C6 Cl C3
+ R I R4 R4
C2 C4 C4 C6
+ R3 L3
C I C3 C5 C6 C2
+ R I R4 R6
C4 C3 C3 C5
F-21
EQUATION14 (D2) (Concluded) TR-292-6-078September1966
R1 R2 R.5
C2 C4, C4 C6
EQUATION 15 (DI)
R1 R4
C4_C2 C6 C4 CZ
R6 R2
C2 C6 C4 Cl C5
R2
C.S C3 C1 C5 C3 C1
R1 R3
Cl C5 C3 C6 C4
R3 L3
........... C4 C2 C6 C4 C2
R5 R1
C6 C4 C1 C5 C_
R2 R5
C3 El C5 C3 C6
R2 R5
C5 C2 C6 C4 CI
R6 R4
........... _C2 c6 c4 c1 c4
R4 R3
C5 C3 Cl C5 C3
R3 R4
............. _C.! C5 C3 C6. C3
R1 R5
Cl C2 C3 C4 C6
F. (normalized) = ,._.5 .
J
-4
F. (scaled) = .166 x i0
J
+ R3 R1
C5 C_ C1 C5 C3
+ R1 R4
C3 Cl C5 C3 C6
+ R2 R4
C4 C2 C6 C4 C2
+ R3 R3
C2 C6 C4 Cl C5
+ R3
C5 C3 Cl C_ C3 Cl
+ R2 R5
Cl C5 C3 C6 C4
+ R5 R1
C4 C2 C6 C4 C2
+ R5 Rl
C6 C4 C l C5 C2
+ R2 R6
C3 Cl C,_ C3 C6
+ R1 R6
C5 C2 C6 C# Cl
+ R5 L1
C2 C6.C4. C2 C4
+ R1 R6
Cl C2 C3 C4 C6
+ R2 R2
Cl C5 C3 C6 C_
+ R2 L2
C4 C2 C6 C4 C2
+ R3 R1
C5 C4 C1 C5 C3
+ R2 R4
C3 Cl C5 C3 C6
+ R1 R4
C5 C2 C6 C4 C2
+ R_ R4
C2 C6 C4 Cl C5
+ R# R2
C5 C3 Cl C5 C3
+ R3 R6
Cl C5 C3 C6 C3
+ R6 RI
C4 C2 C6 C4 C2
+ R6 RI
C6 C4 Cl C5 C2
+ R1
C3 C1 C5 C3 C1 C6
F-22
EQUATION16 (DO)
F. (normalized) = 1.0
J
F. (scaled) = .29_ x 10 -4
3
RI + R5
C5 CB Cl C6 C4 C2 CI C6 C/+ C2 C5 C3
R6
C3 C1 C6 C4 C2 C5
+ R_




C2 C5 C_ Cl C6 C4
L
I
I
i
•F-23
